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Andrew Hamilton. Courtesy of 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania

Picture – Andrew Hamilton, the 
Original Philadelphia Lawyer

“I think Philadelphia Lawyers 
tend to be competitive and combative, 
very much like the spirit of the town. 
There’s a feistiness here. It’s a town that 
tends to get its juices flowing. We’re not 
New York and we’re not Washington, 
so I think we’re forced to fight a little 
harder to get what we want. And we 
get it more often than not.”1

Quote by Ed Rendell, 
Former mayor of Philadelphia 

who became a governor of 
Pennsylvania
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Philadelphia Lawyer: A song, Woody Guthrie’s “Philadelphia Lawyer” is named after this 
profession. An autobiography, George Wharton Pepper’s Philadelphia Lawyer, is named after 
it. A movie, Paul Newman’s The Young Philadelphians, is about lawyers in the title city. 

No other city’s lawyers are as identifiable by their geography. Philadelphia lawyers are 
known for their tactics and abilities to plead cases. They’re known for their abilities to switch 
from handling corporate acquisitions and utility law to handling the cases of individuals – 
criminal defense, personal injury, and more.

They’re primarily local lawyers (representing local clients), though they’ve been known 
to argue cases nationally and internationally. Although very few have gone on to the Supreme 
Court, many have argued before it and several turned down nominations. It was a Philadel-
phia lawyer who argued a New York case that gave rise to the very phrase – “Philadelphia 
Lawyer.”

They are not afraid to take on unpopular causes or make unpopular decisions and they 
have set or been involved in many firsts, such as the first law school and the first law library. 
According to Gerard J. St. John (retired partner at Schnader Harrison) The Philadelphia Bar 
Association is the oldest bar Association in the country, “In the pre-American Revolution 
era, Philadelphia lawyers litigated disputes over insurance claims for oceangoing cargo. After 
the war, they sat as members on boards that managed the nation’s financial system. In the 
mid-19th century, they represented the interests of railroads and industrial companies. After 
World War I, they moved into global politics and, in the 1960s, into civil rights causes. In the 
1990s, Philadelphia lawyers had pushed into other areas – personal-injury, product liability, 
and class-action lawsuits.”2

Dan Rottenberg, a Philadelphia author and editor, wrote for The Philadelphia Lawyer: “It 
has taken a peculiarly Philadelphian kind of lawyer – marinated in this city’s uniquely egalitar-
ian culture – to promote and nurture democracy’s ideology over two centuries.”3

Early in Philadelphia history and up to the 1900s, law was largely a family tradition. The 
leaders of the Bar Association were also leaders of Philadelphia society. Tocqueville wrote, “If 
you ask me where I should put aristocracy in America, I should not hesitate to answer that it is 
not among the rich, who have no common bond uniting them. It is at the bar or on the bench 
that the American aristocracy may be found.”

According to John Lukacs, a noted Philadelphia historian, the notion of a legal aristocracy 
serving as “[a] counterweight to unbridled democracy, may have crystallized in [Tocqueville’s] 
mind during a sixteen day visit to Philadelphia in 1831.”

Lukacs argues in Philadelphia – Patricians and Philistines 1900-1950 that the reputation of 
the “Philadelphia lawyer” changed in the 1900s as the leaders of the bar were less associated 
with families and became more interested in finding new causes of action than protecting the 
status quo.4 The Philadelphia Bar would probably argue that opening up the practice of law to 
the non-elite helped make for better lawyers and for better law.

In the twenty-first century some of the city’s biggest law firms approach or exceed 500 
and even 1,000 lawyers. Many of the big firms now have international offices.

At its best, law defines the boundaries of proper behavior. Since Philadelphia is made up 
of a variety of neighborhoods (be they geographical or ethnic or religious or cultural), Phila-
delphia law, at its best, has sought to define the boundaries of these neighborhoods. Are there 
boundaries? Are there limits on access? To what extent does inclusion mean the end of the 
neighborhood? Who decides when inclusion is good or bad? Examples abound. Can a municipal 
agency exclude blacks from an education at a school run by that agency under the terms of a 
private will? How much can the religious dictate norms of behavior to the non-religious and 
vice-versa? Can women be precluded from attending the best public school in the city? Do only 
the rich own the right to travel down Broad Street? How far can the majority dictate what the 
minority says and how it says it? Can the rights of heirs trump the rights of the city?

Winning also means persistence. In the Girard College and Central High School cases, 
appeals in an initial case were exhausted. It was through the need to bring a second case that 
the case was ultimately won.

When you’re in trouble–get a “Philadelphia lawyer.”

A PHILADELPHIA LAWYER



Andrew Hamilton (1676-1741)
Freedom of the Press and the Right to a Jury Trial

It was the John Peter Zenger case, in 1735, which first gave rise to the phrase “Phila-
delphia Lawyer.”

In 1735, Governor William Cosby of New York, who was known for his corrupt ways, 
fired Lewis Morris, a Chief Justice of the New York Supreme Court, because of a dispute. 
Morris and some others started a newspaper, the New York Weekly Journal. They got John 
Peter Zenger to print the paper cheaply. 

The newspaper championed a number of causes we take for granted now, including the 
right to trial by jury, the right to print the truth, and the right of citizens to object to a tyrant 
like William Cosby. Because the articles were not signed (no byline), Cosby had the publisher, 
Zenger, arrested for seditious libel. When Morris and his friends, James Alexander and Wil-
liam Smith, said they would defend Zenger, Cosby (through Chief Justice James Delancey, a 
handpicked choice of Cosby’s) had them disbarred.

On the day of the trial, Andrew Hamilton, from Philadelphia, announced his repre-
sentation of Zenger. Zenger had retained Hamilton because of his brilliance and because 
Cosby couldn’t (even through Justice Delancey) disbar a Pennsylvania lawyer (only New 
York lawyers).”5

The Trial Judge, Justice DeLancey, announced that the jury would decide whether 
Zenger had published the items, but the justices would decide the issue of libel. Hamilton 
admitted that the items in dispute had been published by Zenger. He argued that truth was 
a defense and that the libel law of England (where truth was not a defense) should not apply 
to New York. 

Hamilton told the jury they [and not the trial judge] could and should decide libel, too. 
Essentially Hamilton was arguing for jury nullification. 

“I know, may it please Your Honor, the jury may do so [return a finding of libel]. But 
I do likewise know that they may do otherwise. I know that they have the right beyond all 
dispute to determine both the law and the fact; and where they do not doubt of the law, they 
ought to do so. Leaving it to judgment of the court whether the words are libelous or not in 
effect renders juries useless (to say no worse) in many cases. But this I shall have occasion to 
speak to by and by.”6 Hamilton told the jury that, “… the judge, how great so ever he be, has 
no right to fine, imprison, or punish a jury, for not finding a verdict according to the direction 
of the court.” The jury should use their own eyes, ears, and consciences.7

The Chief Justice was in no position, in 1735, in a hostile courtroom, to control the jury. 
Hamilton defended Zenger and the right to a free press and won. The right to freedom of 
speech and expression survived, though it would be sixty-three years before truth was accepted 
as a defense in libel cases.8, 9

Gouvernor Morris would write of the Zenger case: “The trial of Zenger in 1735 was the 
germ of American freedom, the morning star of that liberty which subsequently revolution-
ized America.”10

After the victory, Andrew Hamilton, the lawyer who won in New York, was given the 
moniker – “Philadelphia Lawyer” – and it has stuck through the ages. Hamilton was sixty 
years old at the time of the Zenger trial.

Hamilton came to Philadelphia to help William Penn in a number of lawsuits. He was a 
Prothonotary of the Supreme Court and Speaker of the Pennsylvania Assembly. “In 1732, he 
designed and supervised the construction of Philadelphia’s Independence Hall.”11 His plan 
called for the new Hall to be outside the central part of the city, which back then was Second 
and Market (High) Streets. Hamilton’s design called for the Georgian style (named after 
Britain’s King George) building to be built at 6th and Chestnut Streets.12

Other Eighteenth Century Attorneys13

Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar 
Issue of the Philadelphia Lawyer Magazine 
(Winter, 2002).

Benjamin Chew (1722–1810) 
John Dickinson (1732–1808)
James Wilson (1742–1798) 
Jared Ingersoll (1749–1822) 
William Lewis (1750–1819
George M. Dallas (1792–1864) 
William Morris Meredith (1799–1873) 

The early practice of law was an appren-
ticeship system where aspiring lawyers stud-
ied with practicing lawyers, primarily in the 
areas of “equity, property, and wrongs.”14

Horace Binney (1780-1875)15 
Horace Binney studied law in the Phila-

delphia office of Jared Ingersoll (1749-1822). 
He was a member of the Pennsylvania legis-
lature (1806-07) and a Whig member of the 
National House of Representatives (1833-35), 
where he defended the United States Bank 
and opposed the policy of President Andrew 
Jackson. 

As a prominent Philadelphia lawyer for 
over half a century, he was known for his 
expertise in banking and insurance law. His 
most famous case, in which he successfully 
opposed Daniel Webster, was Vidal v. Girard’s 
Executors, 43 U.S. 127, 2 How. 127, 11 L. Ed. 
205 (1844), a case that influenced the law of 
charities. [For more on this case read about 
Stephen Girard’s will]. In 1844 he showed 
leadership in helping to restore order during 
the anti-Catholic riots in Philadelphia. 

THE OLD GUARD
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William Penn – Mason-Dixon Line
One early lawsuit brought by William Penn against Lord Balti-

more involved the marking of the boundary line(s) between Pennsyl-
vania and Maryland. The case was settled when the two agreed to a 
formal survey, which was completed by Charles Mason and Jeremiah 
Dixon. It became known as the Mason-Dixon line (along with the 
Delaware border) and during the Civil War it was a border between 
the free North and the slavery South.

St. Mark’s Bells
St. Mark’s, on Locust Street near Rittenhouse Square, was an 

Episcopalian Church and one of Philadelphia’s most fashionable 
churches. It was completed in 1851 except for the bells in the belfry. 
The bells were installed in the 1870s and began to ring on Sundays. 
A number of old Philadelphia residents who lived nearby were not 
pleased with the noise and brought suit against the Rector and the 
Church. These old residents hired William Henry Rawle. The Church 
retained George Washington Biddle. Rawle and Biddle had a field day 
with their arguments.

Rawle quoted Shakespeare, “Me thought I heard a voice cry. 
‘Sleep no more, Macbeth doth murder sleep’. He implied that the 
Reverend Dr Hoffman was the Macbeth of Locust Street. He refused 
to contrast his clients, ‘The affidavits of Harrison and Cadwalader and 
Norris’ with those of the churchgoers ‘Michael Fitzgerald, Catherine 
Harkins, Adeline Blizzard, and Patrick Mahony, many of whom can-
not even read and write’.” 

Biddle defended the lower class. “Blizzard perhaps is not a highly 
aristocratic name but such people [who, after all, have to stay in town 
all year] have their right and should not have their little pleasures 
disturbed.” 

Biddle argued that the rich plaintiffs could move West. The Court 
granted the injunction to quiet the playing of the bells and years later 
the rich plaintiffs would indeed move West to the Main Line.16

Smithsonian Institute and Philadelphia Public 
Library 

In 1836 President Andrew Jackson sent Philadelphia lawyer 
Richard Rush to England to pursue from a British court the legacy 
of James Smithson to the United States. Rush was successful in gain-
ing the full amount of the legacy ($515,169). This money was used to 
create the Smithsonian Institution. Rush bequeathed his estate to the 
Philadelphia Public Library. Rush (1780–1859) served as U.S. attorney 
general, secretary of state, and was a U.S. minister to England until 
1825, when President John Quincy Adams appointed him secretary 
of the Treasury. As minister to Great Britain in 1818, Rush negotiated 
the agreement that fixed the 49th parallel as the boundary between 
Canada and the United States from Minnesota west. 

Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar Issue of the Philadelphia 
Lawyer Magazine (Winter, 2002).

George Washington Biddle (1818–1897) 
Francis Rawle (1846–1930) 
John Christian Bullitt (1827–1902)
George Harding (1827–1902)
Samuel Dickson (1837–1915) 
Christopher Stuart “Chippy” Patterson Jr. (1875–1933) 
Eugene V. Alessandroni (1887–1966)
Francis Biddle (1886–1968), 1938 to 1940
Walter B. Gibbons (1894–1972) 
Stevens Heckscher (1875-1931) 
William Draper Lewis (1867–1949)
Herbert E. Millen (1890–1957) 
J. Austin Norris (1893–1976) 

John Graver Johnson (1841-1917)
For most of Philadelphia’s history, up until the early 1900s, most 

lawyers were also solo practitioners. The most famous was John G. 
Johnson, who represented many railroads in antitrust cases and was 
a noted contributor to the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 

Johnson was a graduate of Philadelphia’s Central High School, 
two years before the artist Thomas Eakins. Johnson was not from an 
aristocratic background. 

In the 1800s Philadelphia, like the nation, joined the industrial 
revolution. Many new businesses were being formed and lawyers were 
crucial partners in deciding how these businesses should be formed, 
under what terms they could compete, and how workers and users of 
these new products should be protected. If Johnson was to have an 
epitaph it might have been “What J.P. Morgan was to finance, John 
G. Johnson was to corporation law.”18 During Johnson’s legal practice 
he was known for giving what the financial community considered 
“judicial decisions.” If Johnson gave an opinion on the legality of 
some business move, it was considered golden. 

Nationally, Johnson “represented the tobacco industry, Northern 
Pacific Railroad, U.S. Steel and Standard Oil Company. … Locally, 
Johnson represented Peter A. B. Widener and George Elkins in obtain-
ing the right to operate electric trolleys in Philadelphia.”19

Johnson represented clients for the challenge of the case as op-
posed to a belief in any cause which might lead an attorney to represent 
only a certain class of clients.20 Once, legend has it, a Supreme Court 
Justice said, “Weren’t you here earlier representing the opposite point 
of view?” Johnson, memorably replied, “I hope, your Honor, I don’t 
lose them both.” 

Johnson appeared before the United States Supreme Court 168 
times – more than any other attorney of his generation. He, like Horace 
Binney and John Sergeant, declined requests by Presidents Garfield 
and Cleveland to be a Supreme Court Judge.21

EARLY LAWSUITS EARLY TWENTIETH 
CENTURY LAWYERS17
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Owen Josephus Roberts (1875–1955) 
Owen Josephus Roberts was an associate justice of the U.S. 

Supreme Court from 1930 to 1945. 
Roberts first gained nationwide attention in 1924 when President 

Calvin Coolidge appointed him special counsel to investigate and 
prosecute criminal activity associated with the government’s lease 
to private interests of oil reserves valued at more than $100 million. 
The highly publicized “Teapot Dome” investigation lasted six years 
and was an acknowledged success. 

Roberts also led the fact-finding commission that investigated 
Pearl Harbor.

After retiring from the Supreme Court, Roberts was appointed 
dean of the University of Pennsylvania Law School. He was one of 
the founders of Montgomery, McCracken, Walker & Rhoads.

George Wharton Peppr (1867-1961) 
George Wharton Pepper was first in many ways. He was the first 

in a family of doctors to go to law school, the University of Pennsyl-
vania Law School. There he finished first in his class. He taught law 
at Penn while practicing. He went on to be appointed Senator. He 
was also the first to start one of the new large firms, Pepper Hamilton 
LLP, that would become the standard in the twentieth century. Sena-
tor Pepper represented a full range of clients and was on the Board of 
Trustees of virtually every major organization in Philadelphia.

The firm of Ballard Spahr Andrews & Ingersoll LLP can 
trace its roots to Jared Ingersoll. R. Sturgess Ingersoll, who became 
president of the Philadelphia Art Museum in the mid-1900s.22 Ballard 
was also an old family name. Henry S. Drinker of Drinker Biddle & 
Reath was the brother of the famous writer Catherine Drinker Bowen. 
Rawle & Henderson LLP practiced law from 1725 to 1930. Other 
famous families of lawyers included the Biddles, the Cadwaladers, 
and the Chews. 
Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar Issue of the Philadelphia 
Lawyer Magazine (Winter, 2002).

Clark, Ladner, Fortenbaugh & Young. Grover Ladner (1885-
1954) was a Pennsylvania Supreme Court justice and founder of Clark, 
Ladner, Fortenbaugh & Young. While in practice, he was considered 
an expert on conveyancing. A great conservationist, he was instru-
mental in the passage of the Pure Streams Act and fought to improve 
the quality of Philadelphia’s water. 

Blank Rome LLP. Edwin P. Rome (1916-1987) holds the repu-
tation as one of the most tenacious, yet also compassionate and re-
spected, lawyers in Philadelphia history. He joined the firm of Blank 
& Rudenko in 1954 and was one of the named partners in Blank Rome 
Comisky & McCauley. He is best known for his court-appointed and 
pro bono criminal defense work. 

Dechert Price Rhoads (now Dechert LLP) was founded by 
Robert Dechert (1895-1975), who distinguished himself by mentoring 
young lawyers in the firm he managed with Curtis Bok and Owen 
Rhoads. President Dwight D. Eisenhower named him general counsel 
of the Department of Defense in 1957. The taxation course he taught 
at the University of Pennsylvania Law School is believed to have been 
the first in a major law school. 

Fox Rothschild LLP. Charles Edwin Fox (1883-1937) was co-
founder of Fox & Rothschild, which later became Fox, Rothschild, 
O’Brien & Frankel. Although he never attended college, he gradu-
ated from the University of Pennsylvania Law School. He served 
as Philadelphia district attorney, first president of the Big Brother 
and Big Sister Foundation and chairman of the board of the Crime 
Prevention Association of Philadelphia. 

Montgomery, McCracken, Walker & Rhoads LLP. Robert 
T. McCracken (1883-1960) played an influential role in the fields of 
law, municipal reform, higher education, religion, and business. He 
was a leading member of the commission that drafted Philadelphia’s 
Home Rule Charter; a trustee of the University of Pennsylvania, 
serving as chairman of the board from 1948 to 1956; chancellor of 
the Pennsylvania Diocese of the Episcopal Church; and a director of 
the Pennsylvania Railroad. 

Morgan, Lewis and Bockius LLP. Founded in Philadelphia on 
March 10, 1873, by Charles Eldridge Morgan, Jr. and Francis Draper 
Lewis, the firm began as a two-man operation. In 1883, Morgan & 
Lewis hired Morris Rex Bockius, who dominated the firm from the 
turn of the century until his death in 1939. As of this writing, the firm 
is the largest in the city and one of the largest in the world.23

Rawle and Henderson LLP (according to their website) was 
founded in 1783.

John Graver Johnson. Original from Philadelphians in Cartoons 
– Public Domain

BIG FIRMS, OLD NAMES



Saul Ewing LLP. Walter Biddle Saul (1881-
1966) was a trial lawyer in the field of construction 
and engineering liability. He helped found Saul, 
Ewing, Remick & Saul in 1921. Saul was on the 
Board of Education for twenty-five years and was 
so invaluable to public education that a high school 
was named after him while he was still alive. 

Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP. 
William A. Schnader (1886-1968) was responsible 
for drafting a comprehensive codification of Penn-
sylvania’s administrative, banking, corporation, 
fiscal, and insurance laws during his four years as 
attorney general (1931-1934) and another eight 
years as a deputy in that office (1922-1930). He was 
also responsible for the successful defense of those 
laws in court. In 1940, during an argument in the 
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Schnader suffered 
a massive stroke. His right arm was permanently 
paralyzed. He required the frequent use of a wheel-
chair. Undaunted, Schnader turned his talents to 
the improvement of the law. He forged an alliance 
of the National Conference of Commissioners 
on Uniform State Laws and the American Law 
Institute to promulgate a Uniform Commercial 
Code that was eventually adopted by all fifty states. 
Schnader’s leadership role in that effort earned him 
the title of “The Father of the Uniform Commercial 
Code.” In 1949, Schnader was appointed chairman 
of the committee that drafted Philadelphia’s Home 
Rule Charter; and in 1968 he was a leading force in 
the revision of the Pennsylvania Constitution.

White and Williams LLP. Thomas Raeburn 
White Sr. (1875-1959) was a prominent corporate 
lawyer. In 1924, he formed the partnership of 
White, Parry, and Maris, the beginnings of what is 
now White and Williams. He fought political cor-
ruption as counsel to the Committee of Seventy and 
as a city solicitor, ultimately directing the arrest of 
more than 200 people for various political crimes. 

Wolf Block LLP (formerly Wolf, Block, 
Schorr and Solis-Cohen). Horace Stern (1878-
1969), son of immigrants, became a brilliant and 
esteemed chief justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme 
Court. His legal opinions were marked by clarity 
of thought and intellectual integrity. Stern was the 
first Jew to sit on the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
and the first Jewish trustee of the University of 
Pennsylvania. As a young law professor at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Law School, Stern teamed 
up with student Morris Wolf to form the law firm 
Stern and Wolf, the predecessor of Wolf, Block, 
Schorr and Solis-Cohen. Stern was also very active 
in the community, having served as president of the 
Federation of Jewish Charities and having been a 
founder of the American Jewish Committee. 

City Hall24

City Hall is the home for the Mayor’s office, many of the judicial courts, and many 
Philadelphia government offices like the Recorder of Deeds. Next to the U.S. Capitol, it is 
the nation’s largest city building and one of the grandest. It is the country’s largest masonry 
building. The exterior materials include limestone, granite, and marble.

It was designed (the winner of a contest) by John McArthur Jr., a student of Thomas U. 
Walter, one of the city’s most renowned architects. McArthur originally chose Independence 
Square but voters approved its present location in Center Square. 

Before building began, in 1871, Center Square was used for hangings and for the City’s 
Waterworks. City Hall is over 500 feet high. The architecture is “French Second-Empire.” 
City Hall took thirty years to complete as “designers struggled to keep abreast of major tech-
nological advances like electricity and elevators.” It wasn’t finished until 1901. It has close to 
700 rooms, more than any municipal building in America. (www.whyy.org)

It is topped by the statue of William Penn, which was designed by Alexander Calder. 
[For more on Calder see the art section]. For much of its history, pursuant to a gentleman’s 
agreement, it was the tallest building in the City. It lost that distinction in 1987, when it was 
replaced by Willard Rouse’s One Liberty Place. 

Penn Over-
looking his 
Splendor (or 
Lack Thereof). 
Courtesy of 
John Gledhill

VENUES
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The South Portal. The Judicial Wing.
City Hall is composed of four wings. “The South Portal, known 

as the Judicial Entrance, was designed for the courts.” The classic 
allegory that Justice should be blind appears throughout City Hall. 
The only lawyer in the City Hall sculpture is Horace Binney. (www.
ajaxelectric.com)

State Supreme Court – Room 454
City Hall’s first permanent resident was the Pennsylvania Su-

preme Court. The grandest room is Courtroom 454. Like many of the 
courtrooms, Courtroom 454 is decorated on the walls, ceiling, and 
“fluted pilasters” in a variety of rich oils. Courtroom 454 was designed 
by the German painter George Herzog. Unfortunately, much of his 
work has been painted over. (www.ajaxelectric.com)

Law Library – Room 600
The first Law Library Association began in Philadelphia in 

1802. It moved to City Hall in 1898. When designed, the quarters for 
the Law Library Association were described as the most elegant in 
America, with amazing frescoes and incandescent lights. The most 
precious books were stored in the balcony, which was accessible only 
through a spiral staircase. A popular feature of libraries of its day, the 
balcony has a glass floor, which may still be seen today.

By 2003, many of the trials had moved to more functional locales. 
(www.ajaxelectric.com)

Liberty Bell 
LOCATION: Market Street between 5th and 6th Streets, in Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania. 
The primary information sources are “The Liberty Bell: A Special His-
tory Study,” by John Paige and “The Story of the Liberty Bell,” by David 
Kimble.

Reflections on Market 
Street, oil on wood, 48 
x 38 inches, © 2001 by 
Chris Zmijewski. Cour-
tesy of Gross McCleaf 
Gallery
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Nearly Noon, oil on wood, 48 x 48 inches, Chris Zmijewski © 1998, by 
Chris Zmijewski. Courtesy of Gross McCleaf Gallery

Philadelphia Tulips by Rob Lawlor. 
Courtesy of Rob Lawlor

City Hall Tunnel by 
Rob Lawlor. Courtesy 
of Rob Lawlor

Logan Circle Wedding 
by Rob Lawlor. Courtesy 
of Rob Lawlor
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Some highlights from the Liberty Bell’s website [with permission of Independence Hall 
Association] show the following history:

1701 Charter of Privileges. William Penn issued the Charter of Privileges, which 
transferred legislative power from William Penn and the Proprietorship to the Assem-
bly. Many historians believe this event was celebrated 50 years later by purchasing the 
original Liberty Bell. 

1732 The State House (Independence Hall) was finished. Considered colonial America’s 
grandest public building it later became home to the Liberty Bell. 

1749 An addition to the State House was ordered to house a bell. 
1751 The Pennsylvania Assembly issued an order for the bell. 
1752 Bell arrived sometime before September 1. The journey took 11 weeks in rough 

seas. 
1753 Several days after arriving, the bell was set up in Independence Square to be tested 

and promptly cracked. Norris described the event in a letter to agent Charles: Second-
generation Bell completed. Cast from the metal of the original bell, an extra 1.5 oz. of 
copper was added for each pound of the bell. After the twenty-day effort to raise the bell 
to belfry was complete on April 17, 1753, a big feast was served to the workmen in celebra-
tion. However, most agreed its tone was less than pleasing. Isaac Norris noted that “they 
were so teized (teased) by the witicisms of the Town that they...will be very soon ready to 
make a second essay.” It’s believed that excessive copper ruined the bell’s tone. 

1753 Third-generation Bell completed. The second-generation Bell was melted down 
and recast into a new bell – supposedly some silver was added to improve the sound. It 
was this third-generation Bell that became the celebrated Liberty Bell that today hangs in 
Philadelphia’s Liberty Bell Pavilion. The New York Mercury reported on June 11, 1753, 
“Last Week was raised and fix’d in the Statehouse Steeple, the new great Bell, cast here 
by Pass and Stow, weighing 2080 lbs.” Master-builder Edmund Woolley built the steeple 
in March of 1753. He was a member of Philadelphia’s Carpenters’ Company and overseer 
of the original State House construction. Pass and Stow charged slightly over 36 Pounds 
for the repair. According to their bill, the Bell weighed 2,081 pounds. …

July 4, 1776 Bell did not ring. Contrary to popular belief, the Liberty Bell did not ring 
on July 4, 1776 for the Declaration of Independence. 

July 8, 1776 The Bell tolled at the first public reading of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence to the accompaniment of many other bells throughout the city. Some historians 

note that the steeple was in bad condition 
and that perhaps the Liberty Bell did 
not toll this day. Lacking any record of 
a replacement bell or measures taken 
to find an alternate way to ring major 
events, it’s fairly certain that the Liberty 
Bell rang. 

Feb. 12,1846 Fix the Bell for Wash-
ington’s birthday. Fix it? When did it 
break? There is no unanimous agree-
ment when the first crack appeared. On 
this day the Common Council and Select 
Council requested that the “Indepen-
dence Bell” be repaired for ringing on 
George Washington’s birthday – Febru-
ary 22. The work was performed by bell 
hanger Henry Stone of 79 South Fifth 
Street. William Eckel, Superintendent 
of the State House, supervised the opera-
tion and had at least one small bell made 
from its filings. Most significantly, this 
operation resulted in the bell’s trademark 
feature – the visible “crack” that we see 
today. 

Feb. 22, 1846 It rang its “last clear 
note” while tolling for Washington’s 
birthday Monday February 22, 1846. The 
Philadelphia Public Ledger February 26, 
1846 reported, 

“... It gave out clear notes and loud, 
and appeared to be in excellent condition 
until noon, when it received a sort of 
compound fracture in a zig-zag direc-
tion through one of its sides which put it 
completely out of tune and left it a mere 
wreck of what it was.” 

1852 Move to Independence Hall – its 
home for the next 114 years. The Bell 
was brought down from the steeple and 
placed in “Declaration Chamber” of 
Independence Hall. 

1876 Centennial Exposition. Dis-
played at the Centennial Exposition in 
Philadelphia 

1976 Moved to Liberty Pavilion. 
Celebrating America’s Bicentennial, the 
Liberty Bell was moved from Indepen-
dence Hall to a specially built pavilion 
across the street on Independence Mall. 
The Pavilion allowed visitors to view the 
Bell at any time of day. It was designed by 
Mitchell/Giurgola and Associates.25

2003 The new Liberty Bell Center, 
costing $12.6 million, opened to the 
public. 

Liberty Bell. 
Courtesy of Mike 
Fitzpatrick
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Independence Hall
 Independence Hall is the site of the 

preparation and signing of the Declaration of 
Independence and the United States Consti-
tution. It was first known as the Pennsylvania 
State House. It was built between 1732 and 
1753. The second floor was once home to 
Charles Willson Peale’s museum of natural 
history. George Washington, knowing that his 
opinion would carry undue weight, contrib-
uted little to the debate over the Constitution. 
Even though the days were very hot in the 
summer of 1787, windows were kept closed so 
others could not overhear their discussions.

Independence Hall by Valerie Craig. Courtesy 
of Valerie Craig

The United States Constitution, in addition to being drafted in Philadelphia, was also 
influenced by the Pennsylvania Constitution framed by Philadelphian William Penn. Ad-
ditionally, the right to trial by jury in the United States Constitution can be traced back to 
William Penn’s insistence on a trial by a jury of his peers (see the Preface). 

The following statement, from William Penn’s Declaration of Rights, inspired Jefferson’s 
language in the Declaration of Independence:

“All peace is inherent in the people, and all free governments are founded on their au-
thority and instituted for their peace, safety, and happiness. For the advancement of these 
ends they have at all times, an inalienable and indefeasible right to alter, reform or abolish 
their government in such a manner as they may think proper. – William Penn, “Declarations 
of Rights.”

“Government seems to me a part of religion itself, a thing sacred in its institution and 
ends. ... And government is free to the people under it, whatever be the frame, where the 
laws rule and the people are a party to those laws; and more than this is tyranny, oligarchy, or 
confusion. ... As governments are made and moved by men, so by them they are ruined too. 
Wherefore governments rather depend upon men than men upon governments. Let men be 
good, and the government cannot be bad. If it be ill, they will cure it. But if men be bad, let 
the government be ever so good, they will endeavor to warp and spoil it to their turn.”

— William Penn, “First Frame of 
Government”, 168226

PHILADELPHIA’S  INFLUENCES
 

on the
 

NATIONAL CONSTITUTION
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Violet Oakley (1874-1961) was a disciple of Howard Pyle. She received a 
Doctorate of laws from Drexel Institute. She was also a faculty member of the 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts.

She painted forty-three murals for the Pennsylvania State Capitol. The 
murals focus on William Penn and the founding of Pennsylvania. Other legal 
murals include: 

Keynote, Divine Law…Love and Wisdom;
The Golden Age, Law of Nature; 
Themis – Greek Idea of Revealed Law;
The Decalogue…Hebrew Idea of Revealed Law;
The Beatitudes…Christian Idea of Revealed Law; 
Code of Justinian…Law of Reason;
The Spirit of William Gladston…Common Law; 
Supreme Court of the State…Law of Nations;
Supreme Court of the Nation…Law of Nations;
Supreme Court of the World…International Law; 
Christ and Disarmament…International Law

National Constitution Center
Text courtesy of the National Constitution Center (source: email communication)

The United States Constitution, the document the United States Supreme 
Court uses for its final authority, was written in Philadelphia in 1787. 

The National Constitution Center, located at 525 Arch St. on Phila-
delphia’s Independence Mall, is an independent, nonpartisan, nonprofit 
organization dedicated to increasing public understanding of the U.S. 
Constitution and the ideas and values it represents. The Center serves as 
a museum, an education center, and a forum for debate on constitutional 
issues. The museum dramatically tells the story of the Constitution from 

William Penn as Law-Giver, Mural, Su-
preme Court room, State Capitol, Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania, by Violet Oakley. Courtesy of 
Pennsylvania Capitol Preservation Committee 
and Brian Hunt

Revolutionary times to the present 
through more than 100 interactive, 
multimedia exhibits, film, photographs, 
text, sculpture, and artifacts, and features 
a powerful, award-winning theatrical 
performance, “Freedom Rising.” The 
Center also houses the Annenberg Cen-
ter for Education and Outreach, which 
serves as the hub for national constitu-
tional education. Also, as a nonpartisan 
forum for constitutional discourse, the 
Center presents – without endorsement 
– programs that contain diverse view-
points on a broad range of issues. For 
more information, call 215.409.6700 or 
visit www.constitutioncenter.org 

A pivotal moment of the 2008 presi-
dential campaign took place at the 
National Constitution Center, provid-
ing another original document for the 
Center’s permanent collection. Barack 
Obama’s Race Speech at the Constitu-
tion Center took place on March 18, 
2008. Following the historic speech, a 
Constitution Center staff member had 
the presence of mind to save the original 
copy of the speech, which was left behind 

Signers Hall. Courtesy of National 
Constitution Center



at the podium. When Senator Obama re-
turned to the Center for the Democratic 
Presidential Primary Debate in April, he 
signed the document.

Philadelphia also was the site of a 
curious sting operation, months before 
the Constitution Center was to open. 
Someone in possession of one of the four-
teen originals of the Bill of Rights tried 
to sell that original, North Carolina’s, to 
the Center through the Center’s attorney, 
Stephen Harmelin. A Union soldier in 
the Civil War had taken the original and 
there had been several attempts to sell it 
earlier. At Harmelin’s Dilworth Paxson 
office, the FBI and Harmelin, posing 
as a buyer, nabbed the seller who was 
looking for a four million dollar payout. 
The FBI took temporary custody of the 
Bill of Rights subject to court hearings to 
determine the proper disposition. The American Experience. Courtesy of National Constitution Center

The Movies
Paul Newman in The Young Philadelphians

Paul Newman starred in the movie called The Young Philadel-
phians. Though he seeks to become a prestigious lawyer and rise up 
the firm ladder of his father, like many “Philadelphia Lawyers” he 
has an independent streak. 

When his friend (played by Robert Vaughn) is tried for murder, 
the firm and the rest of his high society want him to resolve it quickly 
but the Newman character knows an injustice when he sees it. 

He switches gears and tries a criminal defense case, though he’s 
never tried one before. With guile and skill he shows that his client 
is not only innocent but has been taken advantage by the high society 
people who wanted a quick deal.

The legal advisor to the film was Jerome Shestack of Wolf Block 
Schorr and Solis-Cohen LLP. Shestack noted: “I made up a fictional 
name of a Philadelphia law firm for the movie. Unbeknownst to me, 
the director put my name on the office billboard shown in the movie. 
Then when Paul Newman captured a wealthy widow for a client he 
showed Newman’s name moving up the billboard ahead of mine. I 
told Newman he was a better actor than I, but I took exception to his 
legal prowess exceeding mine. He said he was in enough lawsuits to 
quality for the bar. When the movie came out the Police Commissioner 
called me and said I thought lawyers couldn’t advertise (in those days 
we couldn’t). I said, I thought Police Commissioners couldn’t censor. 
So it was a standoff.”27

The movie was based on the novel The Philadelphians by James 
Gunn. The film helped solidify the aristocratic notion that Philadel-
phia lawyers advance through having the right connections.

LAWYERS PORTRAYED

Philadelphia – The Movie 
In this movie, Andrew Beckett, played by Tom Hanks, works 

for a prestigious Philadelphia large law firm until one of the firm’s 
partners suspects the Beckett character of having AIDS. 

Beckett enlists a solo practitioner, played by Denzel Washington, 
when he is fired. The lawsuit revolves around a new legal trend – em-
ployment litigation suits. 

Beckett contends he was fired because of his disease, while the 
firm claims that the Beckett was fired for cause. The legal verdict in 
the case goes in favor of Beckett, though AIDS determines his ultimate 
fate. [For more on the film see the movie section]

Music
Woody Guthrie’s Song – “Philadelphia Lawyer”

Woody Guthrie wrote a song on his famous This Land is Your Land 
album about a Philadelphia lawyer who tries to get a divorce for his 
client. When the lawyer sleeps with the client, the client’s husband 
takes a fatal revenge with the result that there’s one less “Philadelphia 
Lawyer.” The references to Philadelphia lawyers are not meant to be 
kind. Philadelphia lawyers know “it’s just a song.”

the PhIlAdelPhIA lAWyer38
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History
A celebrated writer of legal history was Catherine Drinker 

Bowen, a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania Law School. 
Ms. Bowen’s biographies included profiles of Justice Oliver Wendell 
Holmes and Edward Coke. She also wrote Miracle at Philadelphia the 
story of the Constitutional Convention and The Most Dangerous Man 
in America: Scenes from the Life of Benjamin Franklin, among other 
history books.
Profile excerpted from the Legends of the Bar issue of the Philadelphia 
Lawyer Magazine, (Winter 2002) 

Peter S. DuPonceau who, as a teenager, left an abbey in France 
and, using his facility with languages, accompanied Baron Steuben 
to America. DuPonceau’s linguistic ability led to his employment in 
a Philadelphia law office, and he was admitted to practice in 1785. 
He was also author or translator of a number of legal or historical 
treatises, but his fame rests chiefly upon his studies of the Native 
American languages. 

The Throwaway Children by Lisa Richette
Lisa Aversa Richette, a Common Pleas Judge and former assistant 

district attorney, wrote The Throwaway Children, which reviews and 
criticizes the juvenile court system. 

In her conversations with Studs Terkel, Judge Richette notes 
for years that the decisions of judges in juvenile courts could not be 
appealed. She reviews the relationships between adults and children 
and what makes them fail; how the white suburban parents are much 
less willing to acknowledge their childrens’ problems or react more 
severely to the acknowledgement than blacks; how children who 
are too good can have problems; and how juvenile prisons are often 
just warehouses.28 One of her comments in the interview is that “A 
District Attorney should be the conscience of the community, not a 
megaphone.”

Owen Wister (1860-1938)
According to Gerard J. St. John, writer Owen Wister began his 

career as a Philadelphia lawyer. He grew up in Germantown, was a 
graduate of Harvard Law School, and was friends with Oliver Wendell 
Holmes and Theodore Roosevelt. He apprenticed in Philadelphia 
with Francis Rawle. 

Wister left for greener pastures, where he wrote Western short sto-
ries for Harper’s. In 1902 Wister wrote his classic, the first “Cowboy” 
novel – The Virginian, where disputes were settled not by a Philadel-
phia judge but by a couple of fellows named Smith and Wesson.29

The Novelists
Several Philadelphia lawyers have written novels or mysteries 

where the main characters and main scenes involve the Philadelphia 
legal profession and Philadelphia. 

Arthur R. G. Solmssen wrote The Comfort Letter, Rittenhouse 
Square, Takeover Time, Alexander’s Feast, and several non-legal 
novels. 

Catherine Drinker Bowen by R. Cooke. Courtesy of University of 
Pennsylvania Law School

The Comfort Letter is about a securities transaction and the issues 
(ethical, legal, and emotional) that bear on a “closing.” The book has 
been the subject of Law Review articles on the ethics of closings but 
is readable by non-lawyers as well. 

William Lashner writes mysteries where a Philadelphia male 
lawyer, Victor Carl, is the star. The mysteries are A Killer’s Kiss, Bitter 
Truth, Falls the Shadow, Fatal Flaw, Hostile Witness, Marked Man, and 
Past Due and Veritas. His newest offering is Blood and Bone.  

Lisa Scottoline is a University of Pennsylvania Law graduate 
who worked for a major Center City law firm and who, now, lectures 
at the University of Pennsylvania Law School and writes for the 
Philadelphia Inquirer. Lisa’s writings are known for her quick wit, 
absorbing storytelling, getting the law right, and references to the 
city. Her most recent book, as of this writing, is Look Again. Other 
writings include: 

Courting Trouble, Daddy’s Girl, Dead Ringer, Devil’s Corner, Dirty 
Blonde, Everywhere That Mary Went, Final Appeal, Killer Smile, 
Lady Killer, Legal Tender, Mistaken Identity, Moment of Truth, Rough 
Justice, Running from the Law, The Vendetta Defense

LEGAL WRITING



Law Reviews
Each of the law schools in the city has several Law Reviews that 

are now run by students at the respective law schools.
Villanova has an Environmental Law Journal and Sports and 

Entertainment Law Journal. Temple has a Political and Civil Rights 
Law Review and an International and Comparative Law Journal.

Penn’s Law Review originated in 1852 as the American Law 
Register. Originally run by lawyers for lawyers, Penn’s Law Review 
produced its first student run review in 1896.30 In addition to the 
standard Law Review, the University of Pennsylvania has a Journal 
of Constitutional Law, The University of Pennsylvania Journal of 
Labor and Employment Law and The University of Pennsylvania 
Journal of International Economic Law.

All reviews attempt to analyze in a scholarly manner legal issues 
of the day. Additionally, special articles are meant for the interest 
of the local bar associations. Topics range from the finer points of 
Antitrust Law to the Common Law origins of the Infield Fly Rule. 
Most articles are for the serious-minded scholar. 

One sample article from a recent University of Pennsylvania Law 
Review sought to examine the issues in a new publication, the Metro, 
which is a combined newspaper of SEPTA, the local transit agency 
and Transit Publications Inc. The author, Michael A. Mugman, clev-
erly titled the review “Broadsheet Bullies” [a reference to the Flyers 
hockey team’s reputation for toughness – the Broad Street Bullies].31 
The Metro, which was free, was available, at the time of the article, at 
various train and bus platforms in the city, while those of the Inquirer, 
New York Times, and USA Today were not. The latter papers sued but 
an out of court settlement was reached. 

Mugman’s article, typical of many law review articles, tried 
to identify the key legal issues and how similar cases might be de-
cided. 

Bar Association Magazines
The Shingle and The Philadelphia Lawyer

The Shingle (founded by Leon J. Obermayer in 1938) was the 
early official publication of the Philadelphia Bar Association. Its 
name was changed in 1992 to The Philadelphia Lawyer. Some noted 
writers included Magistrate Judge Jake Hart, Harry Lore, and Judge 
Curtis Bok.32 Judge Bok served on the Philadelphia Court of Common 
Pleas for twenty years and then served on the Pennsylvania Supreme 
Court during the last four years of his life. In one noted case on the 
Common Pleas bench, Bok ruled that a Philadelphia bookseller had 
not violated obscenity laws by selling works by authors like William 
Faulkner.

The best legal fiction writing, like Melville’s Bartleby the Scrivener, 
tries to examine the boundaries of proper and improper civil conduct 
and how to determine those boundaries.

Judge Curtis Bok for several years penned a fictional column 
about a local judge named Ulen. Bok, in reply to a poll about his 
stories, wrote that: “There is drama in the courts, and hurt, and 
merriment. If life can raise an ache in the heart, one must serve these 
things in the spirit of him who bears the patent.”

Progress in Philadelphia, for African-Americans, until the late 1950s 
was painfully slow.
Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar Issue of the Philadelphia 
Lawyer Magazine (Winter, 2002).

Sadie Tanner Mosell Alexander (1898–1989) blazed trails. 
She was the first African-American woman to earn a Ph.D. (in 1921, 
one of three awarded to African-American women that year, and the 
first in economics); to attend or graduate from the University of 
Pennsylvania Law School or to be an editor of its Law Review; to be 
admitted to the Pennsylvania bar (in 1927); and to serve as a lawyer 
in the Philadelphia City Solicitor’s Office. She drafted the section of 
the Philadelphia Home Rule Charter that created the Commission on 
Human Relations, and served on it for many years. President Harry S. 
Truman appointed her to the President’s Committee on Civil Rights, 
President John F. Kennedy appointed her to the Lawyers’ Committee 
on Civil Rights Under Law, and President Jimmy Carter appointed 
her chair of the White House Conference on Aging. Her father, Aaron 
Albert Mossell, was the first African-American to graduate from the 
University of Pennsylvania Law School.33

Raymond Pace Alexander (1898-1974) was the first African-
American judge of the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas, ap-
pointed in 1959. He was largely responsible for the end of de jure 
segregation in Pennsylvania public schools, and urged General George 
C. Marshall to end segregation in the armed forces. A president of the 
National Bar Association and a co-founder of the National Bar Journal, 
he also served on Philadelphia City Council from 1956 until his ap-
pointment to the bench. Mr. Alexander noted that until the 1950s it 
was almost impossible for blacks to get downtown office space. For 
black lawyers before the 1950s the practice of law included “ill will, 
insults, ostracism, and rejection.” 

Two Philadelphia organizations, the John M. L. Ganston Law 
Club and the Barristers’ Club, were formed to aid black lawyers.

OTHER PIONEERS
Hiliary H. Holloway (1928-2000) excelled as a public sector 

attorney and large-firm partner while retaining the core values that 
made him an example to the young, starting in his own household. He 
was the first African-American officer at the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Philadelphia, where he advanced to first vice president and general 
counsel. The positions, while challenging, allowed him a schedule 
that permitted him to be a real father. After retiring from the Federal 
Reserve, he became the first African-American partner at the Marshall 
Dennehey firm. He frequently summarized his life view with: “It’s 
not the I.Q., it’s the I will.” 

Robert Nelson Cornelius Nix Sr. (1905–1987) was a Philadel-
phia lawyer and a member of the U.S. Congress from 1958 to 1979. 
He was one of the first African-American lawyers to become a major 
political leader in Philadelphia and the first black representative from 
Pennsylvania. Congressman Nix’s son later served as chief justice of 
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

Cecil B. Moore (1915-1979) was mostly known as a political 
activist. He was the local chair of Philadelphia’s NAACP and was 
instrumental in the picketing of Stephen Girard College. Moore, a 
WWII marine, went to law school on the GI Bill. Moore represented 

LAW and RACE
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Sadie Alexander by Alonzo Adams. Courtesy of University of 
Pennsylvania Law School

mostly poor blacks. He saw the court system and the district attorneys 
office as being prejudiced in favor of whites.

The manipulation of the docket (Moore was often in another 
courtroom or out picketing) led to the creation of an administrative 
rule – 301, limiting the number of cases an attorney could have in 
court at one time. It was a specific attempt to regulate Moore’s cases. 
Moore argued that this “Cecil B. Moore Rule” was unconstitutional 
because clients had the right to choose their own lawyer and in the 
1960s Moore was the lawyer of choice for most poor blacks. Then 
District Attorney Arlen Specter (who would become a Pennsylvania 
Senator) said Moore won cases because the evidence became stale 
because of so many continuances – Moore argued that most of the 
charges brought against his clients shouldn’t have been brought in 
the first place. On March 29, 1973, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
held that the “Cecil B. Moore” – Rule 301 was unconstitutional. 

Moore would go on to run for Mayor. Though he lost, he set the 
stage for other successful black mayoral candidates, Wilson Goode and 
John Street. Moore did become a city councilman near the end of his 
life in 1975. Moore was a graduate of Temple Law School.34

STEPHEN GIRARD’S WILL
Stephen Girard’s Will – Enjoining of religious teaching

Two Philadelphia attorneys, John Sergeant and Horace Binney, 
were involved in the various suits involving Stephen Girard’s Will. 
Girard College wanted practical study and provided in his will that 
“I do not forbid, but I do not recommend, the Greek and Latin lan-
guages.” This was the path that Benjamin Franklin recommended 
and was a common theme – the resistance of some Philadelphians 
to “belles-lettres.”35

It was the following provision that caused a lawsuit:

I enjoin and require that no ecclesiastic, missionary or minis-
ter of any sect whatsoever shall ever hold or exercise any station or 
duty whatever in the said college: nor shall any such person ever 
be admitted for any purpose or as a visitor with the premises… In 
making this restriction I do no mean to cast any reflection upon 
any sect or person whatsoever: but as there is such a multitude 
of sects and such a diversity of opinion amongst them I desire to 
keep the tender minds of the orphans…free from the excitements 
which clashing doctrines…are so apt to produce.

However, “all the teacher in the college shall take pains to 
instill…the purest principles of morality…” so that when the 
students grow up, they can adopt “such religious tenets as their 
matured reason may enable them to prefer.

The relations of Girard sued to break the will, claiming that the 
anti-religion clause made the will invalid. Most early colleges in the 
North had a religious foundation (as opposed to Jefferson’s University 
of Virginia, for example, which was secular). The case reached the 
Supreme Court where the final arguments took place, in 1844, before 
Justice Story and his associates. Horace Binney and John Sergeant 
argued for the city. The Girard heirs were represented by none other 
than Daniel Webster, hired for the huge sum of fifty thousand dollars. 
Webster’s oration went on for three days and argued that:

To argue upon the merits of such a will is an insult to the 
understanding of every man…it opposes all that is in heaven and 
all on earth that is worth being on earth. 

The audience broke into frenzied applause after Webster’s argu-
ment. The Supreme Court, which rule for the College and City of 
Philadelphia, was not so impressed.

After the case Webster told Binney “Mr. Binney, you buried my 
argument in granite” – a reference to how solid Binney’s argument 
was.36

President Tyler offered a seat on the Supreme Court to Sergeant 
after the case. Sergeant refused but suggested Binney with the proviso 
that Binney shouldn’t know Sergeant suggested Binney. An equivalent 
offer to Binney was met with the same equivalent reply – Choose Ser-
geant but don’t let him know it was Binney. Neither accepted. Better 
to practice law locally than make national decisions.”37

Horace Binney’s sculpture is one of only three real people on 
the exterior of City Hall. (The other two are Penn and Franklin.)38 
According to The Philadelphia Lawyer’s Legends of the Bar issue, 
Mr. Binney (1780-1875) was a charter member of the Philadelphia 
Bar Association and represented the First and Second Banks of the 
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United States. He came out of retirement to argue the Girard case. 
Binney was the official reporter for the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
from 1807 to 1814 and Chancellor of the Philadelphia Bar Association 
from 1852 to 1854. Binney also wrote historical sketches of some of 
the Philadelphia lawyers and judges of his day.

John Sergeant was a Whig candidate for Vice President in 1832, 
served in Congress for six years and was Chancellor of the Law As-
sociation for eight years.

Rights of Nonwhites to Attend Girard College
This case involved the probate of the will of Stephen Girard, a 

native of France. He arrived in America before the Declaration of 
Independence was written and settled in the city of Philadelphia, 
where he lived until his death in 1831. He bequeathed his entire 
estate and personal property, valued at over $7 million, to the city of 
Philadelphia. The provisions of his will required the city to construct 
both an orphanage and a college according to his specific stipulations. 
Two million was set aside for this purpose. The will was drafted by 
Girard with help from William J. Duane, a Franklin-in-law.39, 40

There was an architectural competition to determine who would 
design the college according to the many detailed specifications in 
the will. The contest was sponsored and judged by Nicholas Biddle. 
The winner was Thomas Walter, who remodeled the United States 
Capitol in Washington.41

The litigation over the second series of suits involving Girard Col-
lege centered around the provisions in Mr. Girard’s will that provided 
an education for poor white orphans. In the 1950s and 1960s, a number 
of poor black orphans sought admission. The litigation that followed 
could fill several mainframes. There were thirteen rulings (including 
two no decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court) before a final decision 
was reached requiring the College to admit non-white students.

Girard College Portrait 
Views of Philadelphia 
and its Vicinity by John 
Caspar Wild. Courtesy 
of Bryn Mawr University

The Parties
The principal parties in the various suits were the Estate of Ste-

phen Girard, the individual students seeking admission, the Trustees 
of the College, the City of Philadelphia and the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania. 

The Courts involved were the Philadelphia Orphans Court, which 
handles the wills and trusts of Philadelphia citizens, the Pennsylvania 
Superior and Supreme Court, The Eastern District Court (Federal 
Court), the United States Court of Appeals (3rd circuit), and the 
United States Supreme Court.

The legal issues involved the following (in non-legal terms):

The doctrine that the desires of a testator (the writer of a will) 
should have his desires enforced.

The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to 
the United States Constitution requires the Federal Government 
and the various states to treat different classes of citizens equally 
unless there is at least a rational reason not to.

Various state laws including the Pennsylvania Public Accom-
modation Act of May 19, 1887, and subsequent amendments.

The doctrine of “res judicata” which holds that parties and 
issues who have already had their day in court should not have 
repeated chances. 

The doctrine of “State Action” which says that the conduct 
of any state, such as Pennsylvania, may give rise to the state 
being required to comply with the United States Constitution’s 
provisions; for this discussion – item 2, the Equal Protection 
Clause. Justice Frankfurter described it as follows: “somewhere, 
somehow, to some extent, there be an infusion of conduct by 
officials, panoplied with State power, into any scheme” to deny 
protected rights.42 In other words the action should appear to be 
state sanctioned, i.e., public over private. The courts continually 
wrestle with the precise definition.
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The Cases
The legal summaries of the various cases involving the non-white access issue of Girard 

College span can be reduced to the following:
Case 1

A. The Orphans Court of Philadelphia decided that the non-white provision of Girard’s 
will was a rational reason (the desire to see that the terms of wills are respected) for precluding 
non-whites. This view was upheld by the Pennsylvania Superior and Supreme Courts.

B. The United States Supreme Court reversed this decision, saying that the Equal Pro-
tection Clause applied to the Trustees of the College, since the Trustees were representatives 
of the City of Philadelphia.

C. The case was sent back to the Orphans Court of Philadelphia. The City in the mean-
time had appointed “private” trustees. The Orphans Court said this act was allowed. Private is 
private. The Pennsylvania Superior and Supreme Courts agreed. The United States Supreme 
Court was not willing to say otherwise. This ended the first case after eight separate court 
orders.43

Legal challenges to Girard’s whites only policy were dormant until 1965, when Cecil B. 
Moore, then president of the Philadelphia NAACP, picketed the school. Gov. William Scran-
ton named two lawyers to try to persuade Girard officials to drop the racial barriers: Charles 
J. Biddle and William T. Coleman, Jr. Raymond Pace Alexander was also counsel in the first 
set of cases for the individuals.
Case 2

A. A second suit was brought in 1966 by seven individual orphans through their legal 
guardians, the city of Philadelphia and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Judge Joseph Lord 
III held that the individual orphans had a viable claim – that the decision to exclude non-whites 
violated the provisions of the Accommodation Act, which made it a misdemeanor to racially 
discriminate. He held that Girard College was a “public accommodation” and moreover an 
“educational institution” under the supervision of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. He 
further held that Girard College was not “distinctively private” [as might be a gathering of 
friends at a pool party] and did not qualify for exemption from the Act. He heard the claim 
and determined that it was with merit as to the individuals. 

Judge Lord left open the Equal Protection argument and a doctrine called “cy pres,” 
which allows for a will to be changed if the underlying conditions surrounding the will have 
drastically changed.

B. On appeal the Third Circuit of Appeals applied the doctrine of “res judicata” saying 
that the matter had been decided in [Case 1]. It reversed this part of Judge Lord’s decision 
but said the items that Judge Lord had left open could proceed.

C. Judge Lord decided that the exclusionary policy was a violation of the Equal Protection 
clause based on an intervening Supreme Court Case, which held that a similar substitution 
of private trustees was still “state action” in a Macon, Georgia, case involving the creation of 
a park. Judge Lord found similar “state action” in the Girard case based, among other facts, 
on a variety of public acts by Girard to get applicants to apply to the school. 

This decision was appealed to the Third Circuit, which affirmed Judge Lord’s opinion. 
The United States Supreme Court declined to hear the case. So five more rulings added to 
the previous eight were needed to win the ultimate issue.44

As in most cases the backdrop was the climate of the times. In the 1950s it was common 
practice, albeit unacceptable, for blacks to be treated differently. Through the Civil Rights 
movement changes in views about the rights of blacks and other minorities were a principal 
reason for the changes in the way the Courts handled Civil Rights issues like the ones handled 
by the attorneys here. 

Non-whites now make up a substantial percentage of Girard College students, as do 
females who were admitted in the 1980s.
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It wasn’t until the 1970s that women started to become members 
of the Bar Association on a regular basis. One of the early lawyers 
and later the first woman partner in a major firm, the first woman 
elected to the Board of Governors of the Philadelphia Bar Association, 
and the first woman to sit on the U.S. District Court for the Eastern 
District of Pennsylvania, is the Honorable Norma L. Shapiro. In an 
interview with Elizabeth Vrato, Judge Shaprio advised women at-
torneys: “I recommend not only networking but actually forming a 
network of mentors,” and “conversation is not successful because of 
what you’re saying – it is successful based upon what the other person 
is hearing.” One of her most controversial decisions was the one that 
placed a lid on the number of prisoners the city could keep in jail. 
The city ultimately had to release a number of prisoners because of 
poor prison conditions. 45

Notable Female Attorneys
Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar Issue of the Philadelphia 
Lawyer Magazine (Winter, 2002).

Lynne M. Abraham was the first woman district attorney of 
Philadelphia. Her many triumphs include the return from exile in 
France of Ira Einhorn for the murder of Holly Maddux.

Helen Chait (1914-1992) became the first woman lawyer to 
hold a leadership position in the City Law Department. She was ap-
pointed chief counselor of the Department in 1957, the third-highest 
position. She served as chair of the Philadelphia Tax Revenue Board 
from 1960 to 1966.

Caroline Burnham Kilgore (1838-1909) was a trailblazer, the first 
woman to be admitted to the bar in the Commonwealth of Pennsylva-
nia. Hers is a story of persistence in the face of adversity. She struggled 
for sixteen years, from 1870 to 1886, against cultural and statutory 
obstacles, knowing full well that even if she succeeded, she would not 
be afforded the opportunity to achieve a status comparable to that of 
the significant lawyers of her time. Nonetheless, Kilgore persevered, 
reading the law in the office of her husband-to-be, applying to attend 
lectures given by prominent Philadelphia judges at the University of 
Pennsylvania, reapplying when her requests were refused, applying 
for admission to the bar, lobbying the legislature to change the ap-
plicable statutory law, and finally gaining admission to the courts of 
Philadelphia and Pennsylvania after the law was amended. Kilgore 
joined her husband in the practice of law, and continued the practice 
after his death. She persevered in her quest for admission to the bar 
not for herself, but for the benefit of generations of women lawyers 
who would follow. In so doing, Kilgore achieved a status in the bar 
above and beyond most of her contemporaries. 

Frederica Massiah-Jackson was the first African-American 
woman to serve as President Judge of the Philadelphia Court of 
Common Pleas.46

Leslie Anne Miller was the first woman president of the Penn-
sylvania Bar Association.

Audrey C. Talley was the first African-American woman Chan-
cellor of the Philadelphia Bar Association.

Notable Cases
Vorchheimer vs. Central High School. Rights of women to attend an all-
boys school.

This case was a challenge by several female students at neigh-
boring Girl’s High to be admitted to Central High School’s all-boy’s 
school.

A large amount of evidence was entered to show that Central 
received more funding, had better teachers, larger endowments, 
and was a better school. Additionally, it was argued that single-sex 
schools that exclude women were not equal schools. The premise of 
this argument was that even if Girl’s High was equivalent to Central 
in the empirical standards, Girl’s High and single-sex schools did 
not have the better reputation, which made it tougher for the female 
applicants to advance to college and their careers. Another argument 
was that the single-sex schools, at the top academic level, continued 
the stereotype that women could be teachers and secretaries but 
couldn’t be professionals.

While the female students won in the lower court, the case was 
reversed on appeal before the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, where 
the Third Circuit Court applied a minimal standard for equal protec-
tion cases involving women. The Equal protection clause, under the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, required 
that in certain cases, those where a “fundamental right” was at issue 
or a “protected class” like race was at issue, that the Court apply a 
“strict” standard” – a standard that said if the government acts it must 
not only have a rational basis but that a “strict standard” should be 
applied to see if the Equal Protection clause wasn’t violated.

The plaintiff women litigants sought to have this “strict stan-
dard” or some intermediate standard applied but the Third Circuit 
Court of Appeals held that the Board of Education only needed to 
provide a rational explanation for single-sex schools. The case went 
to the United States Supreme Court where a 4-4 decision affirmed 
the Third Circuit.47

In a second suit by three new Girl’s High students, through 
their parents, Central High was forced to allow female students. An 
appeal was taken by other students of Girl’s High who wanted separate 
schools. Their appeal was denied.48

The standard for reviewing discrimination cases involving 
women has been modified to be more than a “rational basis” and less 
than a “strict standard.” 

The presiding Judge William M. Marutani (who is also a Philadel-
phia Legend of the Bar) was a victim of discrimination himself. Maru-
tani was interned along with many other Japanese during World War 
II. He enlisted and served in World War II, helping the United States
in the Pacific. Judge Marutani was involved in anti-discrimination 
matters throughout his life; he represented and helped support the 
Japanese American Citizens League. He was appointed to the bench 
in 1975, the first Asian American so appointed outside the West Coast. 
Elected in 1977, he served as judge for ten years.49 

In recent Philadelphia history, the doors to clubs, the head of 
the district Attorney’s and Public Defender’s Office, have been open 
to women. 

WOMEN AND THE 
PHILADELPHIA BAR
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OTHER LEGENDS 
Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar 
Issue of the Philadelphia Lawyer Magazine 
(Winter, 2002).

Abraham D. Caesar (1901-1995) was 
founder of Caesar, Rivise, Bernstein, Cohen 
& Pokotilow. He co-authored with his part-
ner, Charles W. Rivise, Interference Law and 
Practice, which has been cited and relied 
on by the courts and the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office in hundreds of reported 
opinions. He is founder of the South Phila-
delphia High School Alumni Association 
Scholarship Fund. 

Carl W. Funk (1900-1981) was a nation-
ally recognized authority on banking law. A 
member of Drinker Biddle & Reath, he served 
as legal counsel to the banking industry, 
including the Philadelphia Clearing House. 
A captain in the U.S. Naval Reserve, he be-
came an expert on priorities and allocations 
and wrote Navy manuals on termination of 
contracts. 

Earl G. Harrison (1899-1955), serving 
under Presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
Harry S. Truman, presided over alien regis-
tration work on the plight of refugees in the 
aftermath of World War II. Harrison returned 
from government service to become dean of 
the University of Pennsylvania Law School 
and vice president of the university. When he 
resigned from the university, he returned to 
private practice. He remained a public servant 
throughout his life. 

Harold E. Kohn (1914-1999) achieved 
his national reputation in the early 1960s by 
winning a $29 million judgment against the 
giants of the electrical equipment industry 
for conspiring to fix prices. Following that 
triumph, he achieved great success in anti-
trust litigation involving numerous other 
industries. He was also instrumental in creat-
ing the procedural means for courts to deal 
with matters of such vast magnitude: the class 
action rules and the Panel on Multidistrict 
Litigation. Not a lawyer of one dimension, 
Kohn was also recognized for his devotion 
to civil liberties. He represented Ralph 
Ginzburg in appeals of a 1963 conviction for 
mailing obscene literature, argued the Two 
Guys store chain’s challenge to the constitu-
tionality of Sunday-closing laws, and handled 
a Vietnam War-era challenge to the draft as 
unconstitutional sex discrimination.

Only Philadelphians Owen J. Roberts and James Wilson became United States Supreme 
Court judges. Many Philadelphians have gone on to serve on federal benches and state benches. 
Philadelphia’s lawyers attracted praise from The Wall Street Journal when, in 1991, forty judges 
volunteered their time to help ease the backlog of civil jury cases that had lingered between 
five and six years before trial.50

Phyllis W. Beck: After starting law school as a mother of four at age thirty-two, Phyllis 
Beck finished at the top of her Temple night-school class; spent eight years in private practice; 
taught at Temple; served five years as Penn Law School vice dean; and, in 1981, became the 
first woman ever appointed to the post of Pennsylvania Superior Court judge.51 She has since 
left the bench and is now general counsel to the Barnes Foundation. 
Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar Issue of the Philadelphia Lawyer Magazine (Winter, 
2002).

Raymond J. Broderick (1914-2000) was a U.S. District Court judge for the Eastern District 
of Pennsylvania. He served on the federal bench for twenty-nine years. His groundbreaking 
rulings in Halderman v. Pennhurst State School and Hospital went to the U.S. Supreme Court 
and are credited with ushering in a new era of legal rights for the mentally disabled. 

M. Patricia Carroll (1937-2000) took an active role in aiding lawyers who suffered from 
addictive diseases. She was the founding director of Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers of 
Pennsylvania. A civil litigation attorney, she practiced law with her husband, John Rogers 
Carroll, for twenty years.

Lois G. Forer (1914-1994) was an advocate for the powerless. In practice, she was co-
founder and first director of the Juvenile Law Center, established in 1966. Some years earlier, 
while a deputy attorney general of Pennsylvania, she handled the case that compelled the 
Barnes Foundation to open to the public. She voiced outrage at how the legal system handled 
those unable to manipulate it to their advantage.

Clifford Scott Green (1923-2007) was a senior judge on the U.S. District Court of the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Before that he graduated from Temple Law School, Green 
worked in private practice and was a Common Pleas judge.

William Henry Hastie (1904-1976) earned an LLB and a Doctor of Juridical Science 
from Harvard. FDR appointed him judge of the Federal District Court in the Virgin Islands, 
becoming the nation’s first African-American federal magistrate. Although the Virgin Islands 
were ninety percent black, no person of African descent before Hastie had been appointed 
to a federal judgeship. Judge Hastie served on the bench for two years before resigning his 
judgeship to return to Howard University’s School of Law as dean and professor of law. From 
1941 to 1943, Hastie served as civilian aide to Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson. On January 
15, 1943, he resigned his position as Secretary of War Stimson’s civilian aide to protest the 
government’s racial policies of segregation and discrimination in America’s armed forces. On 
May 7, 1946, Hastie was inaugurated as the first African-American governor of the Virgin 
Islands. On October 15, 1949, he was nominated judge of the Third United States Circuit 
Court of Appeals, based in Philadelphia, by President Harry S. Truman. At the time, it was 
the highest judicial position attained by an African-American. He served on the appellate 
court bench for twenty-one years. In 1968, he became chief judge of his circuit.52

Leon Higginbotham Jr. (1928-1998) was a towering man with a voice like thunder. He 
articulated the legal experience of black America with scholarship and understanding. He was 
a successful lawyer, a partner in Philadelphia’s premier black law firm during an era when 
black lawyers were subjected to many inequities. From 1964 to 1977, Higginbotham was a 
highly respected federal trial judge, and then served sixteen years on the Third Circuit Court 
of Appeals, holding the position of chief judge before his retirement in 1993. From 1965 to 
1966, he was vice-chairman of the National Commission on the Cause and Prevention of 
Violence. Higginbotham wrote two scholarly books on law and black citizens, In the Matter 
of Color and Shades of Freedom. In 1995, Higginbotham received the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom, the country’s highest civilian honor. 

NOTABLE JUDGES
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J. Sydney Hoffman (1908-1998) was a senior judge in Pennsyl-
vania Superior Court. Known for his keen legal mind and clarity of 
thought, he established the Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition 
Program. He authored many dissenting opinions that became law 
in Pennsylvania. Hoffman had also served on the Family Court and 
Juvenile Court benches. 

Joseph S. Lord III (1912-1991) was one of the lawyers to defend 
members of the Communist Party of Pennsylvania accused of plot-
ting to overthrow the U.S. government, in violation of the Smith 
Act. Appointed to the federal bench in 1961, Judge Lord spent thirty 
years as a district judge, including ten years as chief judge. The list of 
his cases includes the Electrical Equipment Conspiracy Litigation, 
which he handled early in his tenure, and the suit to desegregate 
Girard College. 

Dolores K. Sloviter was the first woman named to the Third 
Circuit Court of Appeals, in 1979.

Juanita Kidd Stout (1919-1998) became, at age sixty-eight, the 
first African-American woman to be a justice of any state’s highest 
court. After service in the Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office, 
Judge Stout was elected to the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas 
and later was appointed to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. 

Charles Wright (1918-1993) used his position as judge to fight 
against the deliberate exclusion of African-Americans from jury duty 
as well as for racial balance in jury trials. In 1950, Judge Wright was 
one of the founders of The Barristers’ Association of Philadelphia, 
Inc. In 1965, he became only the fourth African-American to sit on 
what is now the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas. 

AMERICAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS

Philadelphians who became presidents of the 
American Bar Association [years in bold] are:
Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar Issue of the Philadelphia 
Lawyer Magazine (Winter, 2002).

Francis Rawle 1902-1903 was a founder of the American Bar 
Association in 1878. He held several positions in that organization, 
including treasurer and president. Rawle was an overseer of Harvard 
University, vice president of The Historical Society of Pennsylvania, 
and a reviser of Bouvier’s Law Dictionary in 1883, 1887, and 1910. 

Walter George Smith 1917-1918 was a lawyer, judge, President 
of the American Bar Association (1917), member of the American 
Committee for Armenian and Syrian Relief (1919), member of the U.S. 
Board of Indian Commissioners (1923), and prominent anti-divorce 
advocate. [Philadelphia Archdiocesan Historical Research Center]

Hampton L. Carson 1917-1918 served as Chancellor of the 
Philadelphia Bar Association from 1912 to 1914. He was a professor 
of law at the University of Pennsylvania and editor of its legal gazette. 
Carson also served as secretary of the Constitutional Centennial Com-
mission of 1887.

Joseph Welles Henderson 1943-1944 The first non-Rawle family 
member of the Rawle firm, Joseph Welles Henderson, joined the firm 
in the summer of 1913, and became partner in 1917. In the 1920s, Mr. 
Henderson expanded the admiralty practice of the firm, a practice 

that the firm continues to this day. Henderson became the president 
of the American Bar Association in 1943 and served on the Board of 
Philadelphia City Trusts. [Rawle history website]

David F. Maxwell 1956-1957, an expert in corporate law, became 
well known in the courtroom as a combative litigator. In 1929, he 
became partner in the law firm of Edmonds and Obermayer (now 
Obermayer, Rebmann, Maxwell and Hippel). He chaired the American 
Bar Association’s first post-World War II trip to London, where he 
was received by Queen Elizabeth II in Buckingham Palace. 

Bernard G. Segal 1969-1970 argued nearly fifty cases in the 
U.S. Supreme Court. He was the first Jew to serve as Chancellor of 
the Philadelphia Bar Association and the first Jew to become presi-
dent of the ABA. He reorganized the operations of the Philadelphia 
Bar Association, making it possible for many new members to excel 
within the Association. A long-time advocate of merit selection of 
judges, Segal is credited with having persuaded President Dwight 
D. Eisenhower to seek the views of the ABA on the qualifications of 
prospective candidates for the federal judiciary. In 1963, his leadership 
in civil rights activity led to the creation of the Lawyers’ Committee 
for Civil Rights Under Law. President John F. Kennedy appointed 
Segal as one of the first co-chairmen of that committee.

Jerome J. Shestack 1997-1998 is a former partner and former 
head of the Litigation Department of the Philadelphia law firm of 
Wolf, Block, Schorr and Solis-Cohen. He was also a founding member 
and Chair of the Section of Individual Rights and Responsibilities, 
Chair of the Commission on Mental and Physical Disability Law, 
and Chair of the Standing Committee on Legal Aid and Indigent 
Defendants. He also initiated the first Women’s Rights Committee 
in the ABA, the first ABA committee to support the Federal Legal 
Services program, and was an organizing member of the National 
Legal Services program and helped start the Legal Services Corpora-
tion. He was a founding member of the Lawyers Committee for Civil 
Rights Under Law in 1963. Under President Carter, Mr. Shestack 
was the U.S. Ambassador for Human Rights to the United Nations 
Human Rights Commission, and launched the U.N. Working Group 
to investigate disappearances under repressive regimes. He was the 
U.S. Alternative Representative to the U.N. General Assembly and to 
ECOSOC. Mr. Shestack also chaired the International Bar Associa-
tion Standing Committee on Human Rights and founded its Human 
Rights Action program.”53

After Governor George Wallace of Alabama said he would stand 
in the doorway of the University of Alabama so as not to allow black 
students admission despite a federal court order, Bernard Segal and 
Jerome Shestack prepared a letter asking Wallace to “refrain from 
defiance of a federal court order.” Forty-six lawyers, including the 
then current and six prior Presidents of the American Bar Association, 
three former U.S. Attorneys general, and deans of various law schools 
signed the statement, which was published in the leading newspapers 
of Birmingham, Alabama. While Wallace did stand in the doorway, 
the statement was cited by U.S. Attorney General Nicholas Katzen-
bach as a key factor in getting Wallace to relent the next day. A few 
days later, Mr. Segal was asked by the White House to obtain a list of 
lawyers nationwide for a conference that resulted in the creation of 
the Lawyer’s Committee for Civil Rights under law. Segal and New 
York’s Harrison Tweed were named co-chairs.54



In 1951, a Home Rule Charter was adopted that gave the city (as 
opposed to the state) the authority of self-government including the 
power to impose taxes. William A. Schnader, Robert T. McCracken, 
Robert J. Callaghan, Abraham L. Freedman, Thomas B. K. Ringe, and 
Herbert E. Millen were lawyers on the Philadelphia Charter Commis-
sion. One of the main changes was redevelopment of the city’s histori-
cal sector as well as provisions for low and middle income housing, 
new industrial sites, new parks and playgrounds, and conversion of 
blighted areas into university campuses (Temple, for one). 

Another change was that Democrats, after decades of Republican 
leadership, were elected to the office of mayor. This new leadership 
was due to several factors such as embezzlement of city office-holders 
and growing black and immigrant populations who began to exercise 
their political muscle.55

It was in this environment that minorities and women began to 
require participation in many activities, including the legal profession, 
which had heretofore been the province of white men.
Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar Issue of the Philadelphia 
Lawyer Magazine (Winter, 2002).

Richardson Dilworth (1898-1974) gained his legal reputation 
in his representation of Triangle Publications, which was owned 
by the Annenbergs. “He was elected to the offices of city treasurer, 
district attorney and mayor. During his mayoral term, the face of 
Philadelphia changed dramatically through a nationally recognized 
urban redevelopment program. Near the close of his career, Dilworth 
served for six years as president of the Board of Education.” Dilworth 
argued for normalizing relations with China when he ran for governor 
in 1960. He lost. President Richard Nixon would normalize relations 
about fifteen years later.

Joseph Sill Clark (1901-1990) “was elected city controller in 1949 
and was elected mayor in 1951.” He was elected to the U.S. Senate 
five years later, and re-elected in 1962. Clark was a floor leader in the 
effort to secure passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and helped in 
the passage of Headstart, a program to aid children in getting pre-
elementary school education.

Abraham L. Freedman “although perhaps best known for his 
time on the trial and appellate federal bench, also played a promi-
nent role in the watershed reform period of the early 1950s when the 
Democratic Party displaced the Republican Party that was dominant 
since the Civil War era.”

OTHER CHANGES/ACHIEVEMENTS
In the twentieth century, large firms started to dominate the legal 

arena. Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP, the largest firm with an office 
in Philadelphia, has more than 1,400 lawyers worldwide (according 
to their website) dedicated to a variety of practices. Dechert LLP is 
the largest Philadelphia-based law firm with over 900 worldwide, as 
of 2006.56

Other attorneys belong to boutique firms or are sole practitioners. 
The age of specialization began with lawyers committing themselves 
early to one or just a couple of related fields, such as corporate taxation, 
mergers and acquisitions, human rights issues, mass tort litigation, 
and a variety of other specialties. The big firms have the principal 

advantage of having an ability to network within their firm. Big firms 
claim an ability to handle the tougher cases. Solo attorneys claim to 
give more personal attention and that they have their own network 
of attorneys and experts.

These new lawyers are not aristocrats who studied with other 
lawyers. They were trained in law schools like the University of 
Pennsylvania, Temple, Villanova, Widener, and nearby Dickinson. 
Also many of these new lawyers are from various races and ethnicities 
and are of both genders.

NEW AREAS OF PRACTICE
The twentieth century saw the emergence of new areas of practice 

due to a variety of new businesses like E-commerce, new possibilities 
like space travel, new rights like the American Civil Disabilities Act, 
and new strategies like Class Actions that enable a class of citizens who 
have been wronged to file suit against the wrongdoer. Philadelphia’s 
lawyers have played a major part in developing these new practices. 

GIVING BACK
Many attorneys, like Gerald Litvin, have helped the members 

of the Philadelphia Bar. Litvin organized the Academy of Advocacy, 
a nonprofit institute in Pennsylvania, created to improve trial skills 
and enhance the quality of litigated justice; that program (now part of 
Temple Law School) is frequently referred to in Eastern Pennsylvania 
as “Litvin’s boot camp for trial lawyers.” Before Litvin, Wilfred R. 
Lorry and John R. McConnell had well known advocacy programs at 
Temple. James E. Beasle Sr. gave generously to Temple Law School, 
which is now named in his honor.

Stephen J. Harmelin, managing partner at Dilworth Paxson 
LLP, is engaged in various civic and charitable activities. He founded 
the Philadelphia Constitution Foundation, which owned one of 
the world’s most extensive libraries on international constitutions. 
Projects of the foundation included supporting the exhibition of an 
original Magna Carta in Philadelphia as well as providing guidance 
to the Constitutional Commission of the Russian Republic. He serves 
on the Board of the Barnes Foundation, which houses the most 
important collection of French Impressionist paintings outside of 
France, and is general counsel to the National Constitution Center, 
a $200 million project that opened in Independence National His-
torical Park on July 4, 2003. He is also chair of the Thomas Skelton 
Harrison Foundation.

Arlin Adams: Mr. Adams is counsel to the law firm of Schnader 
Harrison LLP. He served as a U.S. Court of Appeals judge from 1969 
to 1987 He has handled numerous complex litigation matter includ-
ing class action litigation and punitive damage matters. Susquehanna 
University created the Arlin M. Adams Center for Law and Society 
at Susquehanna to honor his many achievements. The University of 
Pennsylvania Law School and the Annenberg Foundation established 
the Arlin M. Adams Professorship on Constitutional Law in his honor 
in 2005. Schnader Harrison LLP website (www.schnader.com) 

The service of the above to the community is just a sample of the 
many members of the Philadelphia Bar Association who give back to 

POLITICAL CHANGE
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the community. Still others—like Stephen A. Cozen took a boutique firm of a few attorneys 
and expanded it into a firm, Cozen O’Connor, of 450 attorneys with twenty offices—give 
back by serving on numerous educational and philanthropic boards. Joe Gerber, a partner of 
Cozen O’Connor, said that many first-generation firms (firms where the original founders 
still practice) were the sons and daughters of immigrants. When excluded by the big firms 
because they didn’t have the right “name” credentials, these new lawyers began their own 
firms focusing on some of the newer practice areas like personal injury and class actions. 
Many of the “blueblood” firms have seen the light and have begun to judge new hires based 
solely on merit. Mr. Gerber noted that the culture of these first-generation law firms is one 
that emphasizes family, education, and community pride, showing that many Philadelphia 
first-generation lawyers take pride in giving back to the community through various volun-
tary programs.

Philadelphia, through its bar association 
and libraries, has had some notable portraits 
of its lawyers and judges done throughout the 
centuries. The artwork is spread throughout 
the city and can be viewed at Jenkins Law 
Library, the University of Pennsylvania Law 
School, and the Free Library, among other 
sites. Artists of Philadelphia legal figures 
have included:

Henry Inman – Chief Justice John 
Marshall and William Rawle – located 
at the Bar Association building.

John Neagle (a pupil of Gilbert Stuart 
and the son-in-law of Thomas Sully, one 
of the city’s best know portraitists) – 
George Sharswood, David Paul Brown, 
and a copy of William Tilghman (origi-
nal by Rembrandt Peale), and a copy 
of William Lewis (original by Gilbert 
Stuart).

Thomas Sully – John Sergent, Horace 
Binney, and several others.

Robert W. Vonnoh – John C. Bullit, 
Samuel Dickson, and Richard C. Dale.

E.D. Marchant – James Thompson, 
Eli K. Price, and James D. Kent

Robert Susann (a graduate of the Penn-
sylvania Academy of Fine Arts. – William 
Schnader and William Gray.57, 58

Bernard Segal by Boris Kublanov. Courtesy of 
University of Pennsylvania Law School

PORTRAITS
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In the 1950s the fear of Communism hit many United States 
cities, including Philadelphia. As author Sherman Labovitz, of Phila-
delphia Red, explains, many supposed Communists were being targeted 
by the Federal Government for violation of the Smith Act.59 What put 
Philadelphia on the legal map was the way it handled the defense. In 
particular, the Philadelphia Bar Association, under the chancellorship 
of Bernard Segal took an active role in insuring that those charged 
would have a defense – an unpopular decision in the 1950s.

Philadelphia was a good setting for taking an active role for 
several reasons. In 1952, it elected Joseph Clark mayor and Rich-
ardson Dilworth district attorney. Both were liberal, reform minded 
Democrats. Philadelphia has had local chapters of the ACLU and 
other organizations dedicated to helping the less fortunate. It also 
had a history, from the time of Andrew Hamilton, of defending 
those accused for freedom of speech issues. The city had a number 
of attorneys from the Main Line who, according to Labovitz, were 
comfortable enough that they could afford to assist in an unpopular 
cause – the defense of those charged, nine men, in 1953, with viola-
tion of the Smith Act.

Mostly, Philadelphia had good lawyers. The Philadelphia Bar As-
sociation leaders met and decided, at the request of Thomas McBride 
and willingness of the first Jewish Chancellor of the Bar, Bernard 
Segal, to enlist the aid of the best lawyers in the city. These attorneys 
included: Thomas McBride who would go on to become a Supreme 
Court justice; Joseph Lord, who would go on to become a federal 
judge and decide the Stephen Girard will/race case; David Cohen, 
who would go on to be a veteran city councilman; Lou McCabe, a top 
trial attorney; Edmund Spaeth, who would become a Pennsylvania 
Supreme Court justice; Benjamin H. Read; Henry W. Sawyer III, a top 
civil rights lawyer; John Rogers Carroll, Charles C. Hileman; Joseph 
N. DuBarry; and William J. Wolston.

The defense team, instead of focusing on the Communist Party 
as a whole, focused more on the right of individuals to free speech 
especially if “No action” is associated with that speech. Though the 
verdict was guilty the defense team was able to show to the public 
that the suit had little merit. The judge gave lenient sentences and 
ultimately the Smith Act, the basis for the charges, was held to be 
unconstitutional by the United States Supreme Court. Two members, 
William Douglas and Hugo Black, said it violated the First Amend-
ment. The majority held that it was “ambiguous.” 

CASE MOST OFTEN MISQUOTED
Schenck v. U.S. (249 U.S. 47, 1919) Schenck v. United States is 

probably the most misquoted case in United States history. The United 
States prosecuted Charles Schenck, who was the general secretary 
of the Socialist Party in Philadelphia, Elizabeth Baer, who was its 
recording secretary, and other Party members. In 1917, a jury found 
them guilty of attempting to cause insubordination of World War One 
draftees because they had distributed leaflets urging draftees not to 
“submit to intimidation” by fighting in a war being conducted on 
behalf of “Wall Street’s chosen few.” In short, they were found guilty 
of influencing soldiers to resist the draft.

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, who wrote the Supreme Court 
Opinion, noted that nothing in the pamphlet suggested that the draft-
ees should use unlawful or violent means to oppose conscription: “In 
form at least [the pamphlet] confined itself to peaceful measures, such 
as a petition for the repeal of the act” and an exhortation to exercise 
“your right to assert your opposition to the draft.” Many of its most 
impassioned words were quoted directly from the Constitution.

Justice Holmes wrote, “the character of every act depends upon 
the circumstances in which it is done.” And to illustrate that truism 
he went on to say, “The most stringent protection of free speech 
would not protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theater, and 
causing a panic. It does not even protect a man from an injunction 
against uttering words that may have all the effect of force.” Justice 
Holmes then upheld the convictions in the context of a wartime draft, 
holding that the pamphlet created “a clear and present danger” of 
hindering the war effort while our soldiers were fighting for their 
lives and our liberty. 

Scholars like Alan M. Dershowitz argue that Holmes’s reasoning 
was incorrect because Schenck’s writings were protected speech and 
that the analogy is incorrect because yelling fire isn’t really speech – 
it’s more like the equivalent of an alarm going off. 

But Dershowitz and Holmes would agree that the word “falsely” 
is required. After all if there is a fire in a theater people should know. 
Most people who want to support their argument that one just can’t 
say anything (there are limits) use the phrase “you can’t yell fire in a 
theater.” That’s wrong. The word falsely is required.

CASES – CIVIL CASES
Famous Estate Cases
Benjamin Franklin’s Will

George Wharton Pepper wrote in his biography, The Philadelphia 
Lawyer, about a suit in which he represented Benjamin Franklin’s 
heirs in a suit against Philadelphia over a trust that Franklin estab-
lished in his will. The trust was to give the City 1,000 pounds sterling 
[about $5,000], which was to be used to make interest-bearing loans 
to “deserving artisans.” Franklin estimated the trust would be worth 
$655,000 by 1890 and directed a distribution of $500,000 to be spent 
on “public works” and the rest to be reinvested and distributed in 
1990 to the government of Pennsylvania and the “inhabitants of the 
City of Philadelphia” when the funds were projected by Franklin to 
be worth $19 million.60

Unfortunately, the trust was only worth $100,000 in 1890 and 
Franklin’s heirs sued. Pepper’s main argument on behalf of the heirs, 
who were trying to overturn/end the trust was whether the extending 
of the loans was a “charitable” activity. Senator Pepper and the heirs 
lost. After the Orphans’ Court ultimately denied jurisdiction, the 
Common Pleas Court held that the loans were an act of charity and 
as Senator Pepper put it “Charities cover a multitude of sins.” 

In 1908, the distribution that was supposed to have been made 
in 1890 was spent for the Franklin Institute ($128,190.95). 

According to Gerard J. St. John, the idea for the interest-bearing 
account came as a result of a parody of Poor Richard’s Almanac writ-
ten by French mathematician Charles-Joseph Mathon de La Cour 
in 1785.

CASES – CIVIL LIBERTIES
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In 1993, Gerard J. St. John, a partner (now retired) at Schnader 
Harrison Segal and Lewis LLP was appointed master to handle 
the 200-year distribution, which had accumulated to $2,256,952.05 
(Franklin had predicted it would be worth four million pounds ster-
ling, about nineteen million dollars).

Philadelphia honored Franklin’s will which required loans to:
Young married artificers [tradesmen] as have served appren-

ticeships in said town.

The loans were not to exceed sixty pounds sterling, not to ex-
ceed ten years, and not to exceed five percent. Franklin had been a 
tradesman/printer and the loans were to help these tradesmen start 
their own businesses.

Because tradesmen were replaced with large businesses, due to the 
Industrial Revolution, the loans were changed to home mortgages.

On recommendation of Mr. St. John and approval by the Or-
phans Court Judge, Frank O’Brien, the money in Franklin’s trust was 
divided between the Franklin Institute and the Benjamin Franklin 
Foundation – a community foundation designed “to assist students 
or recent graduates of Philadelphia high schools…to gain additional 
training in a trade, craft, or applied science.” An oversight commit-
tee will meet every decade or so to determine whether the Benjamin 
Franklin Fund still meets the intentions of the bequest.

Franklin’s will also es-
tablished an identical trust 
for Boston. The Boston trust 
accumulated about five mil-
lion dollars by 1993, twice 
the amount of the Philadel-
phia trust. Boston likes to 
argue it managed their trust 
better. The difference is that 
Philadelphia honored Frank-
lin’s will through the loans 
to average citizens. Boston 
invested the money in com-
merce thereby maximizing 
their return.62

John Graver Johnson’s Will 
and the Philadelphia Mu-
seum of Art

When Johnson prac-
ticed, lawyers took extended 
vacations in the summer 
when courts were closed. So 
Johnson traveled to Europe 
where he acquired an exten-
sive art collection. Johnson’s 
will dictated that his paint-
ings be housed in a gallery 
he owned in his house at 510 
Broad Street.

When Johnson died, his 
will and codicil became the subject of a court case about how John-
son’s art should be treated. Judge Charles Klein, in 1959, agreed that 
Johnson’s house was in disrepair and in an unsuitable neighborhood 
(Edmund Norwood Bacon, Director of the Philadelphia City Plan-

Albert Barnes by Alfred Bendiner. 
Courtesy of University of Pennsylvania 
Architectural Archives

ning Committee, was one of the witnesses who so testified). But Judge 
Klein was angry that the artwork had been moved in 1933 without 
court approval at a time when funds could have been used to repair 
the house. With witnesses, including William George Constable, the 
curator of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, testifying to the good 
condition of the artwork in the museum, Judge Klein reluctantly 
agreed to a ten-year lease of the collection to the Philadelphia Mu-
seum of Art. Subsequently the collection was sold to the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art.63

The Barnes Foundation
The Barnes Foundation was created by Dr. Albert Barnes in 

1922 “to promote the advancement of education and the appreciation 
of art.” Barnes hired Owen J. Roberts (who later served as associate 
justice of the United States Supreme Court) to prepare the trust 
paperwork.

The collection includes 180 Renoirs in addition to 69 Cezannes, 
and 60 Matisses, 44 Picassos, 18 Rousseaus, 14 Modiglianis as well as 
the works of Monet, Manet, Van Gogh, and Pippin.

In 1923 Barnes’ art was shown at a four week exhibition at the 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. The show was panned by the 
Philadelphia critics, who were not receptive to Barnes’ modern tastes. 
Barnes had particular disdain for the Philadelphia Museum of Art and 
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its first director, Fiske Kimball. The foundation opened its doors in 
1925. [For more on the artwork please see the art section].

Barnes’s will (Barnes died in 1951) dictated the initial trustees 
and who could appoint subsequent trustees. Barnes changed his 
will so that instead of the University of Pennsylvania and the Penn-
sylvania Academy of Fine Arts having control over the majority of 
trustees – Lincoln University would have control. Among the notable 
graduates of Lincoln University are Langston Hughes and Thurgood 
Marshall, who would also serve as associate justice of the United 
States Supreme Court.

The Foundation has been involved in litigation. As a result of 
one series of lawsuits, the Barnes Foundation was opened to the public 
on Fridays and Saturdays (by appointment only).

As a result of additional court action, the 2,500 piece collection 
had a three-year (1993-1995) world tour. The tour raised $16 million 
for renovations and exposed the collection to five million people, in-
cluding close to half a million in Philadelphia. (For more on litigation 
involving the Barnes Foundation please see – Art Held Hostage by 
John Anderson. W.W. Norton and Company, NY © 2003)

When funding again became an issue a number of charitable 
institutions like the Pew Charitable Trusts agreed to help fund the 
Barnes but only if the work would be moved into the city.

In December 2004 Judge Stanley Ott, a Montgomery County 
judge, ruled that the Barnes art could be moved to the city. Then 
Mayor, John Street, decreed that that the new Barnes Foundation 
building would be on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway – near the 
Rodin Museum and near the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

The move to the Parkway still engages as opponents to the move 
argue that the Barnes was so much more than just a warehouse for 
showing the art. They argue that the details of how the art was dis-
played, its relation to the horticulture Barnes created and its value as 
an educational resource make any move wrong. They say the money 
could have just as easily been spent to keep the art where it is and that 
the real purpose of the move is just to make money.64

Business
While most non-lawyers think of trial lawyers when they hear the 

phrase “lawyer,” and when they think trial lawyers they usually think 
of criminal and personal injury law – the reality is different. Many 
of the top lawyers in the city are involved in aiding businesses in a 
variety of non-trial concerns including tax advice, corporate planning, 
mergers and acquisitions, compliance with a host of governmental 
regulations, employee benefits, and more. These lawyers rarely see a 
courtroom. Many of the lawyers who are in court are there because of 
litigation over business concerns from antitrust and contract issues 
to intellectual property and patent litigation.

Philadelphia lawyers have been involved in the development of 
virtually every building and every nonprofit and for-profit institution 
in the city and a variety of business ventures across the world. A few 
important business cases are discussed in other chapters. The merger 
and dissolution of the Penn Central is in the business section. The 
purchase by Comcast of AT&T’s broadband, patent litigation over the 
ENIAC computer, and Philo T. Farnsworth’s creation of the cathode 
ray tube for television are reviewed in the science section. 

To take advantage of the growing intellectual property field, 
Drexel University has a new law school specializing in intellectual 
property, entrepreneurship and health care.

Religion
School District Of Abington Township, Pennsylvania, Et Al. v. 
Schempp Et Al. 374 U.S. 203 (1963)

This case, heard by the Supreme Court on Appeal from the East-
ern District of Pennsylvania (in Philadelphia), held that requiring 
school students to listen to mandatory prayer readings was a violation 
of the First Amendment in that it constituted an “establishment of 
religion.”

The Schempp family, which was of the Unitarian Faith, objected 
to a Pennsylvania law that required that “At least ten verses from the 
Holy Bible shall be read, without comment, at the opening of each 
public school on each school day. Any child shall be excused from 
such Bible reading, or attending such Bible reading, upon the written 
request of his parent or guardian.”65

The Schempp case was heard in conjunction with a case brought 
by atheist Madeline Murray, whose son was required to listen to the 
reading of a passage from the Bible or the recitation of the Lord’s 
Prayer during the school’s opening exercises. 

As a result of the Schempp decision, the Court created the 
“secular purpose” and “primary effect” tests for interpreting the 
Establishment Clause – What are the purpose and the primary ef-
fect of the enactment? If either is the advancement or inhibition of 
religion, then the enactment exceeds the scope of legislative power 
as circumscribed by the Constitution. 
Lemon v. Kurtzman66

Churches have often vied for “state” money, often in the area of 
education. In an oft-cited case that originated with a Philadelphian, 
Alton T. Lemon, the Supreme Court developed the Lemon test. It’s 
a three-prong test used to determine whether the aid to the state is 
secular or religious. “First, the statute must have a secular legislative 
purpose; second, its principal or primary effect must be one that 
neither advances nor inhibits religion; finally, the statute must not 
foster ‘an excessive government entanglement with religion’.”

Chief Justice Burger, who wrote the decision in 1971, was wor-
ried that acceptance of public money would curtail religious freedom: 
“Government grants ... have almost always been accompanied by 
varying measures of control and surveillance.” The case was argued 
on Lemon’s behalf by Henry W. Sawyer III. 

Locally, the test was used by U.S. District Judge Stewart Dalzell 
in 2003 in ordering that a 1920 plaque containing text and commen-
tary on the Ten Commandments be removed from a West Chester 
courthouse wall.67

In 2005, the United States Supreme Court, in two decisions, 
changed the way in which the Ten Commandments issue can be 
viewed. Judge Dalzell’s reasoning no longer applies. The courts have 
wrestled with the standards set forth in Lemon and new cases are 
sure to arise.

The meaning and parameters of Schempp have been contested 
and litigated since. Issues have included saying prayer at school 
football games, distributing religious literature, holding religious 
extracurricular meetings, and most recently whether the words “Under 
God” in the pledge of allegiance are proper. 

Henry W. Sawyer III, the legendary Philadelphia civil-rights 
attorney, argued the case for the Schemps.
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Philadelphia has been no stranger to its share of criminal stories 
that have made the headlines from organized crime killings to the 
trial of Joey Coyle for scooping up money when a Brinks truck’s door 
opened to the flight of Ira Einhorn who was successfully brought 
back from France to be convicted of murder charges. One of the 
most important criminal cases, though, went straight to heart of the 
legal process:

Roofers Union
In a major scandal in the 1980s more than ten judges were given cash 
by the Roofers Union Local 30-30B. 

One attorney familiar with the investigation said most of the cash 
changed hands at Christmas.” “I understand it’s all at Christmas,” 
the attorney said. ‘’They were in Christmas envelopes. They were 
Christmas presents.” “Several judges,” the source said, “explained 
that the contributions were to help pay off debts incurred during the 
1985 judicial campaigns.” “Roofers Union Local 30-30B has long 
been a powerful and controversial force in Philadelphia politics and 
organized labor. Its political-action committee (PAC) contributed 
thousands of dollars in last year’s primary and general elections to 
candidates for public office throughout Philadelphia.”68

The gifts were enough, however, to generate one of the biggest 
corruption scandals in Philadelphia history, to send two judges off to 
federal prison and to prompt the removal or resignation of thirteen 
judges implicated in the federal investigation, some of whom were 
reinstated later. The scandal was an embarrassment to the city’s 
judiciary.69

Text reprinted with permission of Ruth Savitz.

Eastern State Penitentiary 
The Eastern State Penitentiary opened in 1829 as part of 

a controversial movement to change the behavior of inmates 
through “confinement in solitude with labor.” It quickly became 
one of the most expensive and most copied buildings in the 
young United States. It is estimated that more than 300 prisons 
worldwide are based on the Penitentiary’s wagon-wheel, or 
“radial” floor plan.

Some of America’s most notorious criminals were held in the 
Penitentiary’s vaulted, sky-lit cells, including bank robber Willie 
Sutton and Al Capone. After 142 years of consecutive use, Eastern 
State Penitentiary was completely abandoned in 1971, and now 
stands, a lost world of crumbling cell blocks and empty guard 
towers. The penitentiary was Alex de Tocqueville’s main incentive 
for coming to Philadelphia. Eastern State Gargoyles. 

Defense Lawyers
Many criminal defense attorneys have defended the referenced 

cases and handled the large caseload of lesser known clients. The 
Philadelphia Public Defender’s office, now run by Ellen Greenlee, 
represents indigent defendants. Some of the many notable criminal 
defense attorneys included: 

Profiles excerpted from the Legends of the Bar Issue of the Philadelphia 
Lawyer Magazine (Winter, 2002).

Martin Vinikoor (1918-1976) was noted as one of Philadelphia’s 
finest criminal defense lawyers. He was active in politics and became 
head of the Defender Association of Philadelphia. He obtained the 
first large grant from the city to support that association. He became 
an assistant district attorney and later a professor at Temple Law 
School. 

Louis Lipschitz (c.1904-1993) was recognized as one of the bar’s 
finest criminal defense lawyers. A scholarly and successful attorney, he 
was honored by the Philadelphia Bar Association’s Criminal Justice 
Section in 1982. 

Thomas D. McBride (1902-1965) served with distinction as 
Pennsylvania attorney general and later as a justice of the Pennsyl-
vania Supreme Court. He was a respected criminal defense attorney 
in Philadelphia. He fearlessly provided counsel for unpopular causes, 
including the defense of eight Communists charged with conspiracy 
to overthrow the U.S. government. He was Chancellor of the Phila-
delphia Bar Association from 1956 to 1957. 

Mr. Lipshitz described McBride’s education in an article in The 
Shingle, on McBride’s passing by noting that McBride was famous for 
driving a cab and marking papers for a logic course and talking and 
drinking at a few of his favorite speakeasies. He only came to class 
on days it rained, which meant he rarely came in until the semester 
was near an end.

“He knew many lawyers and had many potential free clients 
among the rebels who agreed with him on Ireland, prohibition, 
impeachment of Governors and court-martials. “If he did not know 
what the law was he did feel what it should be and usually persuaded 
judges and juries that he was right.”

Prosecution Lawyers
Philadelphia has had a number of successful district attorneys. 

At least two have used the office as a stepping-stone to a political 
career.

Arlen Specter, who grew up in Kansas, was a Philadelphia dis-
trict attorney and a lawyer on the Warren Commission investigation 
of the assassination of President Kennedy. Specter is credited for the 
“single bullet” theory to explain the assassination. He has been a U.S. 
Senator since 1980 (switching from Republican to Democrat in 2009). 
He was Chairman of the Judiciary Committee from 2005-2008. 

He has written several criminal laws including the Terrorist 
Prosecution Act, the Armed Career Criminal Act  and is co-author of 
the Second Chance Act. In earlier confirmation hearings he had the 
courage to cross party lines in opposing Judge Bork and disagreeing 
with conventional wisdom in supporting Justice Thomas after dissect-
ing the contradictory and highly charged testimony.. As chairman of 
the Veterans Committee, he has pushed for just treatment for veter-
ans after his father, Harry Specter was wounded in World War I and 
denied his bonus by the U.S. Government which broke its promise. 
(http://specter.senate.gov) 

Ed Rendell, another former D.A., was a popular Philadelphia 
mayor for eight years in the 1990s. Many credit Rendell with sav-
ing the city from severe financial crisis and reinvigorating the city. 
He inherited a huge deficit, but turned it into a surplus by cutting 
city spending, shifting some public jobs to the private sector, and 

CASES – CRIMINAL CASES
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forcing the municipal unions to accept cuts. Most would agree that 
he brings a trademark enthusiasm and an ability to schmooze with 
anyone to any job he tackles. He was the National Democratic Party 
chairman in 2000. He was elected governor of Pennsylvania in 2002 
and re-elected in 2006. 

The current Philadelphia District Attorney is Lynne Abraham 
who recently brought about the return and conviction of Ira Einhorn. 
Before becoming the city’s district attorney, she served as a Municipal 
Court Judge and then Common Pleas Court judge.

Richard A. Sprague, the founder and senior member of Sprague 
& Sprague, graduated from the University of Pennsylvania Law School 
in 1953.  He worked for 2 ½ years as a Voluntary Defender in the De-
fender Association of Philadelphia and then had a distinguished career 
as First Assistant District Attorney of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  

Mr. Sprague also served as Special Prosecutor for Washington, 
Allegheny, Philadelphia and Delaware Counties, in Pennsylvania, 
and as special counsel to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court Judicial 
Inquiry and Review Board.  

He was Chief Counsel and Director of the United States House 
of Representatives Select Committee on Assassinations investigating 
the murders of President John F. Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr.

Mudget Trial Scene (1890s). Original from Philadelphia Press 
– Public Domain

His work includes civil practice in addition to his criminal 
work. He is a teacher and a member of the Pennsylvania Judicial 
Conduct Board, the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education 
Board, the United States Senate Judicial Nominating Commission, 
and currently serves as President Judge Emeritus of the Pennsylvania 
Court of Judicial Discipline, formerly President Judge. (Sprague and 
Sprague website)

F. Emmett Fitzpatrick and Ron Castille were two other recent 
D.A.s. Mr. Fitzpatrick is now in private practice where he also defends 
clients. Mr. Castille is now Chief Justice Castille of the Pennsylvania 
Supreme Court.

A murder defendant (the nation’s first serial killer) is shown in vari-
ous stages of his trial. H.H. Holmes (aka Herman Webster Mudget) 
was America’s first serial killer. The trial here is for the murder of local 
Philadelphian Ben Pitizel. Pitizel took out life insurance on himself for 
$10,000, naming Holmes as beneficiary. Pitizel was just supposed to 
disappear, but Holmes killed him and three of the five Pitezel children. 
Holmes claimed to have killed twenty-seven people. The drawing is from 
the Philadelphia Press, October 1895. Holmes can be seen defending 
himself.
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